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>	cut(U,breaks=2)	[1]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.527,0.993]	[6]	(0.527,0.993]	(0.527,0.993]	(0.527,0.993]	[11]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.527,0.993]	[16]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.527,0.993]	(0.527,0.993]	Levels:	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.527,0.993]	(0.527,0.993]	(0.527,0.993]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.0609,0.527]	(0.527,0.993]
(0.527,0.993]	When	breaks	is	specified	as	a	single	number	(here	2),	the	range	of	the	data	is	divided	into	two	pieces	of	equal	length.	16.1.2	Outline	and	Scope	.	Then	it	is	possible	to	define	recursively	ahanoi()	function	naturally	>	hanoi	beta	slope	slope(speed,dist)	[1]	7.864818	>	beta	[1]	0	It	is	possible	to	use	the	cat()	function	to	print	comments	or
values:	>	slope	(uv	head(uv)	Var1	Var2	1	-2	-2	2	-1	-2	3	0	-2	4	1	-2	5	2	-2	6	-2	-1	>	matrix(binorm(uv$Var1,uv$Var2),5,5)	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]	[1,]	0.002915024	0.01306423	0.02153928	[2,]	0.013064233	0.05854983	0.09653235	[3,]	0.021539279	0.09653235	0.15915494	[4,]	0.013064233	0.05854983	0.09653235	[5,]	0.002915024	0.01306423	0.02153928
Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	[,4]	0.01306423	0.05854983	0.09653235	0.05854983	0.01306423	[,5]	0.002915024	0.013064233	0.021539279	0.013064233	0.002915024	Here,	function	binorm	can	be	defined	on	vectors,	but	sometimes	it	might	be	more	complicated.	3.5	Interpretation	of	Bayesianism	.	3.6	Conclusion	.	In	life	insurance,	we
might	need	to	import	life	tables,	or	yield	curves,	while	datasets	with	claims	information	as	well	as	details	on	insurance	contracts	will	be	necessary	for	motor	insurance	ratemaking.	(2012).	In	R	terminology,	we	need	a	dataframe,	which	is	a	list	that	contains	multiple	named	vectors,	with	the	same	length.	Optimal	λ	using	cross	validation,	from	a	ridge
regression	(α	=	0).	The	latter	is	defined	such	that	>	1/0	[1]	Inf	Observe	that	the	largest	number	(before	reaching	infinity)	is	>	.Machine$double.xmax	[1]	1.797693e+308	So	here,	>	2e+307	2e+308	0/0	[1]	NaN	where	NaN	stands	for	Not	A	Number	(which	makes	sense	because	0/0	is	not	properly	defined).	3.5.2	Context	of	Discovery	versus	Context	of
Justification	.	170	198	5.1	P1833	ˆj	=	1	ˆ	Mean	estimated	prediction	error,	E	i=1	(|Yji	−	Yji	|),	for	j	=	1833	popular,	luxury.	In	R,	it	is	also	possible	to	use	the	mapReduce	package.	447	448	448	449	450	451	452	455	456	456	458	460	460	461	466	467	467	468	470	xiv	Contents	IV	Non-Life	Insurance	473	14	General	Insurance	Pricing	Jean-Philippe
Boucher	and	Arthur	Charpentier	14.1	Introduction	and	Motivation	.	The	line	chart	presents	the	empirical	cumulative	distribution	of	those	simulated	future	payments.	10.2	Working	with	Incomplete	Data	.	7.4	Pricing	Life	Insurance	.	Thus,	the	predictor	for	the	second	payment	of	2008	would	be	exp(8.25725+0.03156−0.11739)	=	3538.	The	books	will
feature	detailed	worked	examples	and	R	code	fully	integrated	into	the	text,	ensuring	their	usefulness	to	researchers,	practitioners	and	students.	β1	factor	loading	for	different	λ˙	values.	18	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	>	M	M	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]	[1,]	0.2655087	0.89838968	0.2059746	[2,]	0.3721239	0.94467527	0.1765568	[3,]	0.5728534
0.66079779	0.6870228	[4,]	0.9082078	0.62911404	0.3841037	[5,]	0.2016819	0.06178627	0.7698414	[,4]	0.4976992	0.7176185	0.9919061	0.3800352	0.7774452	The	dimension	of	matrix	M	is	obtained	using	>	dim(M)	[1]	5	4	If	we	want	to	reshape	the	matrix,	to	get	a	4	×	5	matrix,	instead	of	a	5	×	4,	it	is	possible	to	change	the	attribute	of	the	object.
Γ(b	α)	X	To	solve	the	first	equation,	Greenwood	&	Durand	(1960)	give	tables	for	α	b	as	a	function	of	M	=	log	X	−	log	X,	as	well	as	a	rational	approximation.	Three	principal	components	from	the	Federal	Reserve	yield	surface.	First	level	of	validation,	male	population.	Pruned	trees,	obtained	using	prune	function	of	rpart	package.	16.1.1	Motivation	.
Weighted	return	plots	of	the	MV	portfolio	using	the	sample	and	robust	covariance	estimator.	In	that	case,	one	might	use	library(gmp)	and	either	factorialZ(x)	or	prod(as.bigz(1:x))	(which	are	now	identical).	6.3.2.4	Other	Tail	Index	Estimates	.	You	can	download	the	paper	by	clicking	the	button	above.	Remark	16.8	Note	that	the	so-called	Poisson
regression	—	namely	glm(Y	...,	family=	poisson)—can	be	used	on	non-integers.	13.5.6	Minimum	Drawdown	Portfolio	.	4.2.3.1	Forward	Algorithm	.	The	object	here	is	called	a	dataframe.	1.3	Basics	of	the	R	Language	.	Note	that	var()	is	the	(standard)	unbiased	estimator	of	the	variance,	defined	as	n	n	i=1	i=1	1	X	1X	(xi	−	x)2	where	x	=	xi	n−1	n	See	for
instance	>	x	sum((x-mean(x))^2)	[1]	0.5	>	var(x)	[1]	0.5	All	those	functions	can	be	used	on	vectors,	>	x	mean(x)	[1]	5.333333	but	it	also	works	if	x	is	a	matrix,	which	will	be	considered	a	vector	>	m	m	[,1]	[,2]	[1,]	1	6	[2,]	4	10	[3,]	6	5	>	mean(m)	[1]	5.333333	1	Note	that	this	function	will	return	numbers	slightly	different	from	the	ones	obtained	using
prod(1:x)	for	large	values	of	x.	Observe	that	if	there	was	a	c()	function	to	concatenate	vectors,	there	are	two	functions	to	concatenate	matrices,	rbind()	to	concatenate	matrices	by	adding	rows,	or	cbind()	to	concatenate	by	adding	columns,	for	suitable	dimensions	>	>	>	>	A	>	A	>	>	n	x[[i]]	returns	a	single	element	of	x	that	matches	i	(i	is	either	an
integer	or	a	character).	Using	plot	of	a	distr	object	for	U	N	,	N	being	a	discrete	distribution.	8.3.2	Lee–Miller	(LM)	Method	.	I	specifically	asked	the	contributors	to	show	the	core	of	the	algorithm,	so	that	readers	can	reproduce	what	they	have	done	with	their	own	packages,	as	I	truly	believe	in	the	power	of	the	do-it-yourself	strategy,	especially	to
understand	algorithms.	This	means	that	in	R,	the	analysis	is	usually	done	in	a	series	of	the	coefficients	var(β),	consecutive	steps,	where	intermediate	results	are	stored	in	objects.	(2007)	or	Cormen	et	al.	One	should	add	>	png(filename	=	"rplot.png",	width	=	480,	height	=	240,	+	units	=	"px",	bg	=	"white")	before	the	plot	command	(several	options	can
be	included),	and	then	add	>	dev.off()	at	the	end	(indicating	that	we	are	done	creating	the	plot).	More	generally,	shorter	vectors	are	recycled	as	often	as	needed,	until	they	match	the	length	of	the	longest	one.	14.2.5	Ratemaking	with	Continuous	Variables	.	Crude	conditional	mortality	rates	(deducted	from	the	Kaplan–Meier	estimator).	348	363	370
381	Comparions	of	the	number	of	violations	of	the	VaR	estimator	based	on	the	GARCH(1,1)-EVT,	GARCH(1,1),	EVT	and	empirical	approaches.	This	simply	means	that	R	can	be	installed	for	free	on	most	desktop	and	server	machines.	For	lists,	or	dataframes,	>	x$n	22	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	returns	the	object	with	name	n	from	object	x.
407	409	.	Reasonable	efforts	have	been	made	to	publish	reliable	data	and	information,	but	the	author	and	publisher	cannot	assume	responsibility	for	the	validity	of	all	materials	or	the	consequences	of	their	use.	be	used	to	output	objects	(including	strings):	>	cat("Number	of	available	packages	=	",length(available.packages()[,1]))	Number	of	available
packages	=	4239	If	we	want	to	see	how	many	packages	start	with	an	‘e’	(or	an	‘E’	if	we	use	function	tolower())	,	we	can	use	>	packageletter	cat("Number	of	packages	starting	with	a	\"",packageletter,"\"	is	",	+	sum(tolower(substr(available.packages()[,1],1,1))==packageletter),sep="")	Number	of	packages	starting	with	a	"e"	is	154	Note	that	if	we
actually	want	to	print	a	quote	symbol,	it	is	necessary	to	put	a	backslash	symbol	in	front,	\"	(as	for	location	of	files	in	Windows	format,	where	\\	was	used).	Observe	that	it	is	possible	to	use	spaces.	Linear	versus	nonlinear	logistic	regression,	on	the	duration	and	the	age.	5.9	Spatial	Car	Accident	Insurance	Shared	Analysis	.	165	166	168	169	173	174	175
175	178	179	180	181	183	186	188	189	190	x	Contents	4.4	4.5	4.3.2	Lasso	Regression	.	2.6.5	Copula	Fitting	Methods	.	Note	that	if	a	package	has	not	been	loaded,	it	is	not	possible	to	call	associated	functions:	>	fit	library(quantreg)	As	mentioned	in	Fox	(2009),	the	number	of	packages	on	CRAN	has	grown	roughly	exponentially,	by	almost	50%	each
year	(this	was	confirmed	on	updated	counts).	351	9.3.4	Method	4:	Nonparametric	Smoothing	and	Application	of	the	Improvement	Rates	.	Observed	(1950–2010)	and	forecast	(2011–2150)	rates	showing	cohort	rates	for	U.S.	males	born	in	1950.	4.1.3	Scoring	Tools	.	From	Classification	Trees	to	Random	4.5.1	Bagging	.	(1989)).	(2008),	there	are	closed
forms	for	the	variance	of	any	quantity,	in	generalized	linear	models.	The	function	CLFMdelta,	following	Bardis	et	al.	5.1.2	Random	Surface	Data	.	>	class(x)	[1]	"numeric"	Almost	all	names	can	be	used,	except	a	small	list	of	taken	words,	such	as	TRUE	or	Inf.	For	instance,	to	merge	two	dataframes	df1	and	df2,	based	on	a	common	Id	variable,	use	>
library(sqldf)	>	df3	library(plyr)	>	df3	sheet	connection	spreadsheet	query	result	result	drv	city	city	[1]	"Boston,	MA"	One	can	count	the	number	of	characters	in	that	object	28	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	>	nchar(city)	[1]	10	It	is	possible	to	extract	parts	of	a	string,	at	specific	locations,	>	substr(city,9,10)	[1]	"MA"	or	to	add	characters	>
city	city	[1]	"Boston,	MASSACHUSETTS"	even	to	split	strings	into	a	list	of	elements	>	(strsplit(city,	",	"))	[[1]]	[1]	"Boston"	"MASSACHUSETTS"	The	output	of	this	function	is	a	list.	This	can	be	done	using	the	c()	function	(to	concatenate	or	combine)	>	x	x	[1]	-1	0	2	>	y	y	[1]	0.0	0.5	1.0	4.0	Here,	[1]	states	that	the	answer	is	starting	at	the	first	element	of
a	vector:	when	displaying	a	vector,	R	lists	the	elements,	from	the	left	to	the	right,	using	(possibly)	multiple	rows	(depending	on	the	width	of	the	display).	13.2.1	Introduction	.	∂ηi,j	Thus,	the	mean	squared	error	of	the	total	amount	of	reserve	is	here	æ	ö			X	b2	≈è	b	0	·	Vd	b.	Single	indices	summarizing	the	lifetime	probability	distribution	for	cohorts	of
several	ages	in	2007	over	50	years,	male	population.	423	427	429	.	6.3.4	Quantile	Estimation	.	Guirreri	will	describe	standard	techniques	used	to	model	yield	curves	and	interest	rates	models,	again	from	an	actuarial	perspective.	The	following	function	will	create	those	four	plots	for	our	model.	Nearest-neighbor	method	used	to	predict	the	probability
that	class	will	be	equal	to	1,	on	the	duration	and	the	age.	16	Claims	Reserving	and	IBNR	Markus	Gesmann	16.1	Introduction	.	547	547	551	554	557	558	563	567	568	569	570	572	573	575	581	List	of	Tables	1.1	1.2	Reading	datasets	in	other	formats,	using	library	foreign.	15.1.2	Experience	Rating	for	Panel	Data	.	If	pi	has	a	default	value	when	starting
R	(π,	ratio	of	a	circle’s	circumference	to	its	diameter,	numerically	3.141593	·	·	·	etc.),	it	is	possible	to	create	an	object	named	pi.	The	two	right-most	panels	illustrate	the	block	maxima	and	exceedances	approaches	for	modeling	large	losses.	5.7.1	Neighborhood	Matrix	.	On	a	computer	connected	to	the	Internet,	its	installation	is	as	simple	as	typing	>
install.packages("CASdatasets")	at	the	prompt.	One	of	the	constraints	mentioned	when	I	asked	them	to	write	their	chapter	is	related	to	the	reproducibility	concept	mentioned	in	the	first	paragraph	of	this	preface:	every	reader	should	be	able	to	reproduce	what	contributors	have	done.	14.2.2	Poisson	Regression	.	1.3.7.3	Graphs	That	Can	Be	Obtained
from	Standard	Functions	.	This	dataframe	has	a	(unique)	name	(here	StormMax),	each	column	within	this	table	has	a	unique	name	(the	second	one	for	instance	is	Region),	and	each	column	has	a	unique	type	associated	with	it	(a	column	is	a	vector).	R	has	a	recycling	rule	when	working	with	vectors.	Comparison	of	fits	on	a	MTPL	dataset.	This	is	xvii
xviii	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	what	we	tried	to	do	in	this	book.	16.5	Quantifying	Reserve	Risk	.	See	Feinerer	(2008)	for	more	information	about	character	and	string	manipulation,	as	well	as	an	introduction	to	textmining.	To	conclude,	I	want	to	thank	colleagues	and	friends	for	their	valuable	comments	on	preliminary	drafts	of	this	book
(Michel	Denuit,	Ewen	Gallic,	Jos´e	Garrido,	H´el`ene	Gu´erin,	Stuart	Klugman,	Dan	Murphy,	Emiliano	Valdez);	students	who	asked	for	more	computational	aspects	in	actuarial	courses;	actuaries	who	asked	for	more	details	on	how	to	implement	theoretical	methods	they	have	seen	in	conferences;	and	all	the	staff	from	Chapman	&	Hall/CRC,	starting
with	John	Kimmel	(without	forgetting	Marcus	Fontaine),	for	their	constant	support	of	this	project.	Using	>	y	x	y	[1]	3.718282	A	numeric	class	object	has	values	in	R,	while	the	class	integer	refers	to	values	in	Z.	On	a	Windows	platform,	use	>	setwd("c:\\Documents	and	Settings\\user\\Rdata\\")	to	relocate	the	working	directory,	and	then	>	db	db
setwd("/Users/Rdata/")	and	then	>	db	db	file	StormMax	nbvariables	which(nbvariables	!=quantile(nbvariables,.9))	[1]	6	The	header=TRUE	argument	in	the	read.table()	function	is	used	to	identify	names	of	variables	in	the	input	file,	if	any.	In	Chapter	15,	Katrien	Antonio,	Peng	Shi,	and	Frank	van	Berkum	will	discuss	extension	on	longitudinal	models,
introducing	dynamics.	The	read.table()	function	is	used	to	read	data	into	R,	and	to	create	a	dataframe	object.	When	running	a	regression	analysis	Introduction	5	R	R	with	SAS	or	SPSS	,	output	appears	on	the	screen.	Time	series	of	the	Nelson–Siegel	coefficients.	ROC	curve	obtained	after	bagging.	0.1	***	*	***	**	***	***	***	***	***	***	***	***	***	1
(Dispersion	parameter	for	poisson	family	taken	to	be	1)	560	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Null	deviance:	26197.85	Residual	deviance:	322.95	AIC:	615.6	on	27	on	15	degrees	of	freedom	degrees	of	freedom	Number	of	Fisher	Scoring	iterations:	4	The	intercept	term	estimates	the	first	log-payment	of	the	first	origin	period.	Other	test	statistics
are	provided	by	summary	as	well,	such	as	deviance	and	AIC	(see	also	Chapter	14	for	an	introduction	to	the	Poisson	regression).	1.2.2.3	Lists	.	Evolution	of	AUC	as	a	function	of	λ,	with	a	ridge	regression.	6.3.1	Visualizing	Tails	.	Peng	Dynamic	Documents	with	R	and	knitr,	Yihui	Xie	This	page	intentionally	left	blank	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with
R	Edited	by	Arthur	Charpentier	University	of	Québec	at	Montreal	Canada	CRC	Press	Taylor	&	Francis	Group	6000	Broken	Sound	Parkway	NW,	Suite	300	Boca	Raton,	FL	33487-2742	©	2015	by	Taylor	&	Francis	Group,	LLC	CRC	Press	is	an	imprint	of	Taylor	&	Francis	Group,	an	Informa	business	No	claim	to	original	U.S.	Government	works	Version
Date:	20140623	International	Standard	Book	Number-13:	978-1-4665-9260-5	(eBook	-	PDF)	This	book	contains	information	obtained	from	authentic	and	highly	regarded	sources.	The	only	important	point	in	this	section	is	thus	to	have	(strictly)	positive	incremental	payments,	not	integers;	even	this	can	be	loosened	to	the	sum	of	incremental	payments
for	each	development	period	to	be	positive	for	a	quasi-Poisson	model;	see	P.D.	England	&	R.J.	Verrall	(2002)	and	Firth	(2003).	It	is	necessary	to	understand	that	those	two	classes	both	exist,	as	some	libraries	use	only	S3	classes	(described	in	this	introductory	chapter),	while	others	do	use	S4,	such	as	several	probability	distributions	used	in	Chapter	2
(see	Ruckdeschel	et	al.	Life	Table	Forecasting	.	Scatterplot	between	average	claims	and	explanatory	variables.	The	idea	is	to	assume	that	incremental	payments	Xij	are	Poisson	distributed,	given	the	factors	origin	period	ai	and	development	period	bj	with	an	intercept	c	and	corner	constraints	a1	=	0,	b1	=	0:	log	E(Xi,j	)	=	ηi,j	=	c	+	ai	+	bj	(16.19)	The
Poisson	model	can	be	directly	implemented	via	the	glm	function	in	R:	>	preg	summary(preg)	Call:	glm(formula	=	inc.paid.k	~	originf	+	devf,	family	=	poisson(link	=	"log"),	data	=	Claims)	Deviance	Residuals:	Min	1Q	Median	-7.057	-1.776	0.036	3Q	1.675	Max	8.776	Coefficients:	Estimate	Std.	R	Google	satellite	image,	raster	data.	For	instance,	the
curtate	expectation	of	life,	given	by	ex	=	∞	X	k	px	,	k=1	can	be	computed	using	>	life.exp	getOption("defaultPackages")	[1]	"datasets"	"utils"	"grDevices"	"graphics"	"stats"	>	(.packages(all.available=TRUE))	[1]	"AER"	"evd"	"sandwich"	"lmtest"	"nortest"	"methods"	and	many	more	packages,	previously	installed	on	the	machine.	Hyndman,	and	Leonie
Tickle	will	introduce	prospective	life	tables,	and	extend	computations	of	Chapter	7	by	incorporating	a	dynamic	component	on	population	datasets.	If	the	dataframe	is	too	large	to	be	printed,	it	is	still	possible	to	use	function	head()	to	view	the	first	few	data	rows	and	tail()	to	view	the	last	few.	Why	should	students	or	researchers	in	actuarial	science,	or
actuaries,	use	R	for	computations?	Observed	(1950–2010)	and	forecast(2011–2030)	male	and	female	mortality	rates	using	the	product-ratio	method	with	functional	data	models,	United	States.	Other	operators	can	be	used,	such	as	-,	*	or	/,	even	^,	>	>	>	>	U	plot(mack,	lattice=TRUE,	layout=c(4,2))	To	check	if	the	assumptions	for	the	Mack	model	are
held,	we	review	the	residual	plots	of	the	Mack	model;	see	Figure	16.6.	>	plot(mack)	From	the	residual	plots	we	note	that	smaller	values	appear	under-fitted	and	larger	values	slightly	over-fitted.	5.10	Conclusion	.	The	smallest	number	is	actually	.Machine$double.xmin	[1]	2.225074e-308	As	mentioned	earlier,	the	important	idea	with	vectors	is	that	they
are	(ordered)	collections	of	elements	of	the	same	type,	which	can	be	numeric	(in	R),	complex	(in	C),	integer	(in	N),	character	for	characters	or	strings,	logical,	that	is	FALSE	or	TRUE	(or	in	{0,	1}).	or	its	affiliates	Introduction	Arthur	Charpentier	and	Rob	Kaas	Methodology	Standard	Statistical	Inference	Christophe	Dutang	Bayesian	Philosophy	Arthur
Charpentier	and	Ben	Escoto	Statistical	Learning	Arthur	Charpentier	and	Stéphane	Tufféry	Spatial	Analysis	Renato	Assunção,	Marcelo	Azevedo	Costa,	Marcos	Oliveira	Prates,	and	Luís	Gustavo	Silva	e	Silva	Reinsurance	and	Extremal	Events	Eric	Gilleland	and	Mathieu	Ribatet	Life	Insurance	Life	Contingencies	Giorgio	Spedicato	Prospective	Life	Tables
Heather	Booth,	Rob	J.	For	extremely	large	datasets,	one	strategy	can	be	to	select	only	some	columns	to	be	imported,	either	manually	or	by	using	a	function	from	library(colbycol),	a	package	intended	for	reading	big	datasets	into	R.	1.4	57	58	59	62	62	63	65	68	68	68	69	As	claimed	on	the	CRAN	website,	R	is	an	“open	source	software	package,	licensed
under	the	GNU	General	Public	License”	(the	so-called	GPL).	1.3.6	Numerical	Integration	.	β2	factor	loading	for	different	λ˙	values.	13	Portfolio	Allocation	Yohan	Chalabi	and	Diethelm	W¨	urtz	13.1	Introduction	.	Finally,	I	should	also	mention	that	we	tried	in	this	book	to	mention	important	references	on	actuarial	models	and	computational	aspects.
Return	level	plots	for	different	values	of	the	shape	parameter	ξ.	Keep	in	mind	that	lists	are	important	in	R,	as	most	functions	use	them	to	store	a	lot	of	information,	without	necessarily	displaying	them	in	the	console.	2.4.2	Linear	Regression	Model	.	Comparison	of	alternative	models.	Finally,	to	get	elegant	graphs,	an	alternative	can	be	to	use	the
ggplot2	library,	where	the	first	two	letters	stand	for	grammar	of	graphics;	from	Wilkinson	(1999)	and	Wickham	(2009).	Guirreri	Accenture	S.p.A.	Milan,	Italy	Frank	van	Berkum	Universiteit	van	Amsterdam	Amsterdam,	Netherlands	Rob	J.	347	9.3	The	Methods	.	The	books	will	appeal	to	programmers	and	developers	of	R	software,	as	well	as	applied
statisticians	and	data	analysts	in	many	fields.	,	n},	where	n	is	the	predefined	number	of	categories	that	can	be	interpreted	as	levels.	It	is	possible	to	export	them	in	a	standard	image	format	(bmp,	jpeg,	png	and	also	pdf).	Solution	of	the	MV	portfolio	with	budget	constraints,	and	of	the	minimum	variance	portfolio.	2.4	Linear	Regression:	Introducing
Covariates	in	Statistical	Inference	2.4.1	Using	Covariates	in	the	Statistical	Framework	.	Some	ready-made	graphs,	barplot,	and	interaction.plot.	2.3.3	QQ-Plot,	PP-Plot	.	For	instance,	to	run	a	regression,	use	either	>	reg	reg	person3	BMI3	BMI3(JohnDoe)	[1]	22.94409	As	mentioned	in	the	previous	paragraph,	lm	objects	are	in	the	S3	class.	Numerical
characteristics	for	the	(−1/top	scale)	and	portfolio	A	data	from	Denuit	et	al.	>	p	table(trunc(StormMax$Yr/10)*10)[-1]	1900	1910	1920	1930	1940	1950	1960	1970	1980	1990	2000	183	153	135	204	191	199	179	186	178	191	281	Some	simple	functions	can	be	used	to	plot	this	series,	such	as	barplot():	>	barplot(table((trunc(StormMax$Yr/10)*10))[-1])
53		Introduction	250	5HJLRQ	●		●	●	●		●	●	●	●	●	●	%DVLQ	*XOI	86	)ORULGD	(DVW	0		50			150	PHDQRI:PD[	200	●	100	●	●	1900	1920	1940	1960	1980	2000							GHFDGH	FIGURE	1.2	Some	ready-made	graphs,	barplot	and	interaction.plot.	5.3.3	SpatialPolygons	Subclass	.	6.3.3.1	Mean	Excess	Plot	.	A	standard	example	is	probably	the	log()
function.	6	Reinsurance	and	Extremal	Events	Eric	Gilleland	and	Mathieu	Ribatet	6.1	Introduction	.	Aggregate	claim	distribution	(gamma	case/Pareto	case).	3.3	Computational	Considerations	.	14.2.3	Ratemaking	with	One	Categorical	Variable	.	Transformation	of	random	variables	(from	a	gamma	distribution).	And	finally,	in	Chapter	13,	Yohan	Chalabi
and	Diethelm	W¨	urtz	will	present	techniques	used	on	portfolio	optimization	problems.	2.5.3	From	Poisson	Processes	to	L´evy	Processes	.	5.6	Exploratory	Spatial	Data	Analysis	.	10.3	Survival	Distribution	Estimation	.	For	instance,	the	default	stats4	package	(containing	statistical	functions	related	to	the	S4	class	that	will	be	discussed	in	the	next
paragraph)	contains	a	coef	function,	>	coef	function	(object,	...)	UseMethod("coef")	Note	the	use	of	ellipsis	(...)	in	the	function.	Life	Insurance	Products	.	Nevertheless,	more	advanced	methods	will	be	mentioned,	such	as	parallel	computing,	and	C/C++	embedded	codes.	Distortion	of	the	posterior	distribution,	with	information	coming.	15	Longitudinal
Data	and	Experience	Rating	Katrien	Antonio,	Peng	Shi,	and	Frank	van	Berkum	15.1	Motivation	.	Thus,	the	following	five	calls	are	equivalent:	>	log(base	=	2,	x	=	16)	>	log(x	=	16,	base	=	2)	>	log(16,	2)	>	log(x	=	16,	2)	>	log(16,	base	=	2)	[1]	4	It	is	the	same	for	most	R	functions;	for	instance,	the	qnorm()	function	computes	quantiles	of	the	N	(0,	1)
distribution	>	qnorm(.95)	[1]	1.644854	To	get	quantiles	of	a	N	(µ,	σ2	)	distribution,	we	use	>	qnorm(.95,mean=1,sd=2)	[1]	4.289707	40	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Quantities	related	to	standard	statistical	distributions	will	be	studied	later	on	in	this	chapter,	and	more	intensively	in	Chapter	2.	2.6.1	Definition	of	Copulas	.	2.3.1	Histogram
and	Empirical	Densities	.	With	notations	of	Chapter	14,	in	the	case	of	Poisson	regression	with	a	logarithmic	link	function,	we	have	E(Xi,j	|F)	=	µi,j	=	exp[ηi,j	]	and	µ	bi,j	=	exp[b	ηi,j	].	It	returns	the	element	stored	in	the	slot	named	n.	A	for	loop	executes	a	statement	(between	two	braces,	{	and	}),	repetitively,	until	a	variable	is	no	longer	in	a	given
sequence.	R	is	now	widely	used	in	academic	research,	education,	and	industry.	289	290	296	300	305	309	313	313	315	316	317	317	317	317	318	318	319	.	Several	packages	can	be	used	to	deal	with	this	model,	or	more	generally	nonlinear	mixed-effect	models,	such	as	nlme	or	lme4.	3.5.1	Bayesianism	and	Decision	Theory	.	We	can	create	a	text	file,	and
store	any	kind	of	object	inside:	>	sink(’DT.txt’)	>	DT	>	sink()	There	exists	a	more	elementary	function,	named	scan(),	to	import	data	not	conforming	to	the	matrix	layout	required	by	read.table().	3.3.4	MCMC	Example	in	R	.	For	instance,	if	we	consider	the	product	of	two	matrices	1,	000	×	1,	000,	>	>	>	>	n	microbenchmark(A*B,A%*%B,times=10)
Unit:	milliseconds	expr	min	lq	median	uq	max	neval	A	*	B	3.369552	3.49644	3.763942	5.085174	8.988348	10	A	%*%	B	970.899445	979.78303	994.234688	999.586548	1024.985193	10	Here,	on	deterministic	computations	for	the	matrices	product,	it	took	1	second,	each	time.	14.2.1	Annualized	Claims	Frequency	.	5.1.4	Areal	Data	.	>	file	StormMax
tail(StormMax,3)	Yr	Region	Wmax	sst	sun	soi	split	naofl	naogulf	2098	2009	Basin	90.00000	0.3189293	4.3	-0.6333333	1	1.52	-3.05	2099	2009	US	50.44100	0.3189293	4.3	-0.6333333	1	1.52	-3.05	2100	2009	US	65.28814	0.3189293	4.3	-0.6333333	1	1.52	-3.05	>	str(StormMax)	’data.frame’:	2100	obs.	Th´erond	10.1	Introduction	.	R	1.4.4	Integrating	R
in	Excel	.	A	standard	distribution	for	loss	amounts	is	the	Gamma(α,	β)	distribution.	7.5	Reserving	Life	Insurances	.	The	output	of	the	Poisson	model	appears	to	be	well	behaved.	As	we	will	see	in	Chapter	2,	other	techniques	can	be	used	to	estimate	parameters	of	the	Gamma	distribution,	but	here	we	can	solve	the	normal	equations,	see	for	example
Section	3.9.5	in	Kaas	et	al.	Thus,	the	vector	here,	two	times	has	a	zero	length	>	length(U[(U>.4)&(U	which((U>.4)&(U	which((U=.6))	[1]	1	2	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	17	18	19	20	or	one	can	use	the	negation	operator	!	>	which(!((U>.4)&(U	y	[1]	1	2	3	4	>	y==2	[1]	FALSE	TRUE	FALSE	FALSE	But	this	symbol	can	yield	tricky	situations	when
comparing	non-integers	Introduction	17	>	(3/10-1/10)	[1]	0.2	>	(3/10-1/10)==(7/10-5/10)	[1]	FALSE	Those	two	fractions	are	not	equal,	for	R,	as	>	(3/10-1/10)-(7/10-5/10)	[1]	2.775558e-17	In	that	case,	it	might	be	more	judicious	to	use	all.equal(),	>	all.equal((3/10-1/10),(7/10-5/10))	[1]	TRUE	√	Similarly,	(	2)2	is	slightly	different	from	2,	>	sqrt(2)^2	==
2	[1]	FALSE	To	go	further	on	floating-point	numbers	(that	can	be	represented	exactly	by	a	computer),	see	Goldberg	(1991).	(2012),	can	help	to	find	consistent	α	values	based	on	a	set	of	selected	age-to-age	ratios.	2.5	Aggregate	Loss	Distribution	.	It	is	a	model	with	1	+	(4	−	1)	+	(3	−	1)	=	6	explanatory	variables.	For	instance,	if	we	want	to	add	i	to	row
i	of	matrix	M,	the	code	will	be	>	sweep(M,MARGIN=1,STATS=1:nrow(M),FUN="+")	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]	[,4]	[,5]	[1,]	1.265509	1.201682	1.629114	1.687023	1.717619	[2,]	2.372124	2.898390	2.061786	2.384104	2.991906	[3,]	3.572853	3.944675	3.205975	3.769841	3.380035	[4,]	4.908208	4.660798	4.176557	4.497699	4.777445	Introduction	19	Here,	we	will
(mainly)	work	with	matrices	containing	numeric	values.	>	>	>	>	mycols	system.time(read.table(unz("CONTRACTS.txt.zip",	+	filename="CONTRACTS.txt"),sep=";",header=TRUE))	user	system	elapsed	2.679	0.053	2.722	Because	R	uses	the	computer	RAM,	it	can	handle	only	small	sets	of	data.	The	goal	of	this	chapter	is	to	describe	techniques	used	to
model	a	binary	variable,	starting	with	a	logistic	regression	(from	the	standard	version	to	ridge	and	lasso	regression	techniques),	classification	trees,	random	forests,	and	concluding	with	boosting	of	trees.	For	instance,	R	recognizes	%*%	as	the	standard	product	for	matrices.	4.5.2	Boosting	.	4.1.5	Training	and	Testing	Samples	.	It	is	difficult	for	the
documentation	to	keep	pace	with	the	expansion	of	the	software,	and	this	vital	book	series	provides	a	forum	for	the	publication	of	books	covering	many	aspects	of	the	development	and	application	of	R.	More	Advanced	R	.	Reserving	methods	that	explicitly	model	the	between-triangle	contemporaneous	correlations	can	be	found	in	Pr¨	ohl	&	Schmidt
(2005)	and	Merz	&	W¨	uthrich	(2008b).	It	is	also	possible	to	use	stored[[2]]	if	we	want	to	use	the	second	element	of	that	list.	In	a	call	of	the	lm()	function,	formula	y	~	x1	+	x2	+	x3	means	that	we	consider	a	model	Yi	=	β0	+	β1	X1,i	+	β2	X2,i	+	β3	X3,i	+	εi	.	543	543	544	545	548	548	551	552	553	555	559	564	568	577	577	577	579	580	Bibliography	583
Index	605	R	Command	Index	613	This	page	intentionally	left	blank	Preface	This	book	aims	to	provide	a	broad	introduction	to	computational	aspects	of	actuarial	science	in	the	R	environment.	8	Prospective	Life	Tables	Heather	Booth,	Rob	J.	Visit	the	Taylor	&	Francis	Web	site	at	and	the	CRC	Press	Web	site	at	Contents	Preface	xvii	Contributors	xxiii	List
of	Figures	xxv	List	of	Tables	xxxi	1	Introduction	Arthur	Charpentier	and	Rob	Kaas	1.1	R	for	Actuarial	Science?	3.3.5	JAGS	and	Stan	.	4.2.3.2	Backward	Algorithm	.	55	57	58	59	62	62	63	65	68	68	68	69	73	75	.	It	is	like	a	spreadsheet	or	a	database	table.	The	histogram	of	the	simulated	future	payments	across	all	origin	years.	Polygon	of	the	city	of	Rio	de
Janeiro,	Brazil.	Guirreri	12.1	A	Brief	Overview	of	the	Yield	Curve	and	Scenario	Simulation	12.2	Yield	Curves	.	2.1.2	Discrete	Distributions	.	See	the	package	vignette	and	help	files	for	more	details.	Comparison	of	fits	on	the	Danish	fire	dataset.	Now,	if	we	want	to	see	what	this	gamma()	function	is	>	gamma	function	(x)	.Primitive("gamma")	which	looks
up	for	a	primitive	(internally	implemented)	function.	It	is	also	possible	to	use	R	within	Python	using	the	rpy2	package,	as	Python	reads	data	much	more	efficiently	than	R.	I	hope	that	after	reading	this	book,	everyone	will	be	able	to	become	a	magician.	5.3.2	SpatialPointsDataFrame	Subclass	.	2.2.3	Quantile	Matching	Estimation	.	7.8.4	Reserving	Life
Insurances	.	Several	technical	aspects	of	R	will	be	mentioned	in	this	introduction,	but	can	be	skipped	the	first	time	the	reader	goes	through	the	book.	There	exists	an	extensive	literature	on	computing	the	distribution	in	collective	risk	models.	And	both	have	well	established	means	of	communicating	with	Hadoop,	mainly	leveraging	Hadoop.	It	is	also
possible	to	get	an	overview	of	existing	packages	on	different	topics	on	the	task	views	page,	see	such	as	empirical	finance	or	computational	econometrics	(see	Zeileis	(2005)	for	additional	information).	One	can	also	use	plm	for	panel	regression	models.	383	385	386	387	388	391	392	392	394	396	398	399	400	402	403	404	405	Contents	xiii	III	Finance	11
Stock	Prices	and	Time	Series	Yohan	Chalabi	and	Diethelm	W¨	urtz	11.1	Introduction	.	But	most	of	the	time,	there	is	no	function	to	compute	what	we	need,	so	we	have	to	write	our	own	functions.	Observed	(1950–2010)	and	forecast(2011–2030)	product	and	ratio	functions,	U.S.	mortality.	Mack	chain-ladder	output	for	the	ABC	triangle.	It	is	possible	to
use	the	third	column	either	using	its	name,	with	a	$	symbol	(here	StormMax$Wmax)	or	24	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	using	a	matrix	notation	(here	StormMax[,3]).	In	Chapter	7,	Giorgio	Spedicato	will	discuss	life	contingencies	calculations	using	R.	13.5.5	Conditional	Value-at-Risk	Portfolio	.	4.1.1	The	Dataset	.	Loss-ALAE	dataset.	15.2.3
Models	with	Serial	Correlation	.	6.3.2.1	Generalized	Extreme	Value	Distribution	.	14.3.3	Unstructured	Variance	Form	.	The	four	residual	plots	show	the	standardized	residuals	against	fitted	values,	origin,	calendar	and	development	period.	8.3.3	Booth–Maindonald–Smith	(BMS)	Method	.	So	there	will	be	a	tradeoff	between	a	very	efficient	code,	where
the	structure	of	the	algorithm	might	not	be	explicit,	and	a	simple	code,	to	illustrate	how	to	compute	quantities,	but	which	might	be	quite	slow.	$	sst	:	num	0.0466	0.0466	0.0466	0.0466	0.0466	...	7.8.2	Demography	.	2.3	Measures	of	Adequacy	.	15.3	Generalized	Linear	Models	for	Longitudinal	Data	.	The	list	of	all	objects	stored	in	R	memory	can	be
obtained	using	the	ls()	function.	Average	cost	of	a	claim,	as	a	function	of	the	age	of	the	driver,	s	=10,000,	when	extremely	large	claims	are	pooled	among	the	insured.	349	9.3.1	Method	1:	Approach	Involving	One	Parameter	with	the	SMR	.	378	9.5.4	Process	of	Validation	.	Three	principal	components	scores	from	the	Federal	Reserve	yield	surface.	Of
primary	interest,	as	suggested	by	Daryl	Pregibon,	research	scientist	at	Google—	quoted	in	Vance	(2009)—is	that	R	“allows	statisticians	to	do	very	intricate	and	complicated	analyses	without	knowing	the	blood	and	guts	of	computing	systems.”	In	this	chapter,	we	will	briefly	introduce	R,	compare	it	with	other	standard	programming	languages,	explain
how	to	link	R	with	them	(if	necessary),	give	an	overview	of	the	language,	and	show	how	to	produce	graphs.	$	Wmax	:	num	105.6	40	35.4	51.1	87.3	...	321	323	324	6.2	6.3	6.4	6.5	6.6	6.7	6.8	6.9	6.10	6.11	8.5	258	260	265	270	272	274	276	277	279	281	282	284	285	325	327	xxviii	8.6	8.7	8.8	8.9	8.10	8.11	8.12	8.13	8.14	8.15	8.16	9.1	9.2	9.3	9.4	9.5	9.6
9.7	9.8	9.9	9.10	10.1	10.2	10.3	10.4	10.5	10.6	10.7	10.8	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	LC	model	and	forecast,	U.S.	male	mortality.	36	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	To	compute	means	per	row	(or	per	column),	we	can	use	the	apply()	function,	argument	1,	meaning	that	the	function	will	be	applied	on	each	row	(the	first	index):	>
apply(m,1,mean)	[1]	3.5	7.0	5.5	Nevertheless,	to	compute	sums	per	row,	or	column,	rowSums()	and	colSums()	can	be	much	faster.	Residual	plots	of	the	log-incremental	model	fit2.	Tail	coefficients.	>	{1+r}^(-T);	{1+r/2}^(-T)	[1]	0.6139133	[1]	0.7811984	As	mentioned	previously,	instead	of	typing	code	in	the	console,	one	can	open	a	script	window,
type	a	long	code,	and	then	run	it,	partially	or	totally.	Each	year,	bolstered	by	the	solid	respect	of	accountants,	they	develop	impressive	Annual	Reports	which	those	who	are	insured,	shareholders	and	controllers	of	all	kinds	contemplate	without	understanding	and	without	daring	to	ask	questions	for	fear	of	sounding	stupid.	See	Pinheiro	&	Bates	(2000)
or	Kleiber	&	Zeileis	(2008),	among	many	others,	for	more	details	on	symbolic	expressions	in	regressions.	16.4.3	Poisson	Regression	Model	for	Incremental	Claims	.	>	xyplot(Y	~	X|	Z,	panel	=	function(x,	y)	{panel.xyplot(x,	y);panel.lmline(x,	y)})	60	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R			)			●	0	)	●		0	●	●	●●				●		●	●	●	●	●	●	●	●	●●	●	>	>	>
library(evd);	data(lossalae);	library(MASS)	X	>	>	>	>	+	plot(X,Y,	xlab="",	ylab="",log="xy",col="grey25")	contour(exp(kernel$x),exp(kernel$y),kernel$z,add=TRUE)	par(mar=c(0,3,1,1))	barplot(xhist$counts,	axes=FALSE,	ylim=c(0,	top),space=0,col="grey")	par(mar=c(3,0,1,1))	barplot(yhist$counts,	axes=FALSE,	xlim=c(0,	top),space=0,
horiz=TRUE,col="grey")	This	graph	is	on	the	left	of	Figure	1.8.	Color	grey25	has	been	used	to	get	a	wider	palette	of	colors.	Variable	importance	and	boosting.	13.2	Optimization	Problems	in	R	.	Most	of	the	chain-ladder-based	multivariate	reserving	models	can	be	summarised	as	sequential,	seemingly	unrelated	regressions;	Zhang	(2010).	5.7.2	Other
Neighborhood	Options	.	349	9.3.2	Method	2:	Approach	Involving	Two	Parameters	with	a	Semiparametric	Relational	Model	.	The	scan	can	be	used	to	read	html	pages,	for	example,	>	scan("	,what="character",encoding="latin1")	Read	69	items	When	working	with	dataframes,	it	is	also	possible	to	use	SQL	queries,	using	function	sqldf()	(from	the
eponyme	library)	for	instance.	5.3.1	SpatialPoints	Subclass	.	257	258	259	260	262	263	264	Contents	xi	6.3.2	6.4	6.5	II	Estimation	.	254	8.1	Lee–Carter	and	Hyndman–Ullah	methods	by	defining	features.	Using	the	summary()	function	on	this	object,	many	interesting	quantities	can	be	computed	(for	example,	confidence	intervals	on	parameters)	and
then	plotted.	.	But	the	order	will	not	change.	5.3.3.2	Second	Example	.	426	Symbols	of	the	NASDAQ	indices	and	U.S.	Treasury	yields	composing	the	dataset.	5.6.2	Selecting	Colors	.	15.3.2.3	Relativities	.	10.5	Modeling	Heterogeneity	.	But	using	the	digamma	function	Γ0	(α)/Γ(α),	nowadays	solving	it	is	a	trivial	matter,	by	means	of	the	function	uniroot().
Average	cost	of	a	claim,	as	a	function	of	the	age	of	the	driver,	s	=100,000.	Those	objects	are	then	further	manipulated	to	obtain	the	information	required,	using	dedicated	functions.	Except	as	permitted	under	U.S.	Copyright	Law,	no	part	of	this	book	may	be	reprinted,	reproduced,	transmitted,	or	utilized	in	any	form	by	any	electronic,	mechanical,	or
other	means,	now	known	or	hereafter	invented,	including	photocopying,	microfilming,	and	recording,	or	in	any	information	storage	or	retrieval	system,	without	written	permission	from	the	publishers.	——	R	——	R	includes	a	wide	range	of	standard	statistical	functions	and	contributed	packages	that	extend	the	range	of	routine	functions,	including
graphical	methods.	$	naogulf:	num	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	-0.25	...	In	Chapter	3,	Arthur	Charpentier	and	Benedict	Escoto	will	introduce	the	Bayesian	philosophy,	insisting	on	Bayesian	computation.	7.7.3	APV	of	Benefits	and	Reserves	.	or—a	bit	more	complex—interaction.plot()	>	attach(StormMax)	>	decade=trunc(Yr/10)*10	>
interaction.plot(decade,Region,Wmax,type="b",pch=1:5)	Those	ready-made	graphs	are	easy	to	use,	with	simple	options,	such	as	the	color	of	bars,	or	lines,	or	the	shape	of	symbols	(the	pch	parameter)	But	the	strength	of	R	is	that	it	is	possible	to	draw	almost	anything.	224	Use	of	map("world",	"canada")	and	different	projection	techniques,	using	proj.
Basics	of	the	R	Language	.	But	a	function	with	the	same	name	exists	in	the	VGAM	package	(for	additive	models,	see	Yee	(2008))	>	library(VGAM)	The	following	object(s)	are	masked	from	’package:stats4’:	coef	Now	function	coef	will	be	called	from	this	package,	>	coef	standardGeneric	for	"coef"	defined	from	package	"VGAM"	function	(object,	...)
standardGeneric("coef")	Methods	may	be	defined	for	arguments:	object	Use	showMethods("coef")	for	currently	available	ones.	This	is	an	interesting	feature	of	R-functions,	that	allows	functions	to	have	a	variable	number	of	arguments.	Plot	of	the	loss	development	factors	−1	on	a	log-scale	against	development	period.	14.7	Modeling	Compound	Sum
with	Tweedie	Regression	.	16.4.5	Reserving	Based	on	Log-Incremental	Payments	.	265	265	267	269	271	272	273	274	275	278	278	279	280	282	283	284	287	289	.	Keep	in	mind	also	that,	when	loading	R,	T	and	TRUE	are	equivalent	(and	so	are	F	and	FALSE),	which	explains	why,	in	some	codes,	we	can	find	mean(x,na.rm=T),	for	instance.	434	434	436
437	438	439	442	443	13.1	Cumulated	performance	of	the	equally	weighted	portfolio	with	an	initial	wealth	of	$1000.	14.5.3	Gamma	versus	Log-Normal	Models	.	The	option	dependencies=TRUE	is	used	because	the	quantreg	package	might	be	using	functions	coming	from	other	packages	(here,	the	MatrixModels	package	has	to	be	installed	too).
Observe	that	if	an	object	is	followed	by	the	assignment	operator	u	u	[1]	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	16	17	[18]	18	19	20	21	22	23	24	25	26	27	28	29	30	31	32	33	34	[35]	35	36	37	38	39	40	41	42	43	44	45	46	47	48	49	50	14	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Note	that	there	is	a	NULL	symbol	in	R.	370	9.5	Operational	Framework	.	Poisson
regression	of	the	annualized	frequency	on	the	age	of	the	driver,	per	age	as	a	factor	.	To	conclude	this	section,	observe	that	a	formula	is	a	string,	so	it	is	possible	to	use	dedicated	functions	to	run	arbitrary	regressions	>	stringformula	stringformula	[1]	"Y	~	X1	+	X2"	>	fit	factorial	function	(x)	gamma(x	+	1)	where	we	see	that	n!	=	Γ(n	+	1),	where	Γ(·)	is
the	standard	gamma	function1	.	16.4	Stochastic	Reserving	Models	.	But	some	packages	might	allow	one	to	work	with	much	larger	volumes,	like	ff	or	bigmemory.	14.4.3	Hurdle	Models	.	And	finally,	in	Chapter	6,	Eric	Gilleland	and	Mathieu	Ribatet	will	recall	extreme	value	theory,	with	an	application	on	reinsurance	pricing.	251	Posterior	mean	spatial
pattern	of	the	shared	structure	and	by	category.	475	.	The	top-left	panel	shows	the	latest	actual	position	with	the	forecasts	stacked	on	top	and	whiskers	indicating	the	estimated	standard	error.	1.2	Importing	and	Creating	Various	Objects,	and	Datasets	in	R	.	5.3.3.1	First	Elementary	Example	.	The	default	location	is	the	working	directory,	obtained
using	>	getwd()	It	is	possible	to	change	the	working	directory	or	to	specify	the	location	of	the	text	files.	409	410	410	411	412	414	414	415	420	421	.	Number	of	deaths.	10.2.3	Some	Descriptive	Statistics	.	Finally,	as	discussed	previously,	one	can	also	specify	strings	that	should	be	read	as	missing	values,	na.string=c("NA","	").	>	c(NULL,x)	[1]	-1	0	2
Such	an	object	can	be	useful	to	create	an	object	used	in	a	loop.	If	Finv	(that	is,	F	−1	)	denotes	the	quantile	function	of	X,	and	Ginv	(that	is,	G−1	)	the	quantile	function	of	Y	,	then	those	bounds	can	be	computed	using	(see	Williamson	(1989)	for	theoretical	details,	as	well	as	algorithms):	>	>	>	+	+	+	n	x|Y	>	y)	≥	P(X	>	x))	In	that	case,	those	bounds	can
be	computed	using	>	>	+	+	+	Qinfind	>	>	attach(linearmodelfactor)	plot(X,Y,pch=(Z=="M")*2+1)	abline(lm(Y~X,data=B,subset=which(B$Z=="M")))	abline(lm(Y~X,data=B,subset=which(B$Z=="F")),lty=2)	legend("topright",c("M","F"),pch=c(3,1),lty=c(1,2),bty="n")	Another	way	of	visualizing	those	regression	lines	is	by	trellis-type	graphics	(as
introduced	in	Cleveland	(1993))	using	the	lattice	library	(see	also	Sarkar	(2002)).	Methodology	2	Standard	Statistical	Inference	Christophe	Dutang	2.1	Probability	Distributions	in	Actuarial	Science	.	ROC	curve	from	two	classification	trees,	obtained	using	libraries	rpart	and	rparty.	It	is	also	possible	to	load	functions	stored	in	a	text	file	using	the
source()	function:	>	source("Rfunctions.txt")	6	1.1.3	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Vectors	and	Matrices	in	Actuarial	Computations	The	most	common	objects	in	R	are	vectors	(vectors	of	integers,	reals,	even	complex,	or	TRUE-FALSE	boolean	tests).	Economic	losses	on	U.S.	mainland	due	to	tropical	cyclones,	actual	versus	normalized	losses.
3.3.1	Curse	of	Dimensionality	.	15.2	Linear	Models	for	Longitudinal	Data	.	Efficient	frontier	of	the	MV	portfolio.	13.2.4	Nonlinear	Programming	.	1.1.1	From	Actuarial	Science	to	Computational	Actuarial	Science	In	order	to	illustrate	the	importance	of	computational	aspects	in	actuarial	science	(as	introduced	in	the	preface),	consider	a	standard
actuarial	problem:	computing	a	quantile	of	a	compound	sum,	such	as	the	99.5%	quantile	(popular	for	actuaries	dealing	with	economic	capital,	and	the	Value-at-Risk	concept).	254	6.12	6.13	The	left	panel	shows	the	time	series	of	the	Danish	reinsurance	claim	dataset	danishuni	from	the	CASdatasets	package.	16.3	Deterministic	Reserving	Methods	.
Putler	and	Robert	E.	7.6	More	Advanced	Topics	.	He	was	regarded	by	all	as	a	great	technician,	perhaps	even	a	savant.	As	we	will	see	later	(in	Section	1.2.1),	“everything	in	S	is	an	object,”	as	claimed	in	the	introduction	of	Chapter	2	of	Venables	&	Ripley	(2002).	6.3.2.2	Poisson-Generalized	Pareto	Model	.	1.2.2	More	Complex	Objects	in	R:	From	Vectors
to	Lists	.	13.2.3	Quadratic	Programming	.	Thanks	to	him,	generations	of	contented	actuaries	lived	and	still	live	in	the	shelter	of	potential	critics,	adored	by	all.	2.3.2	Distribution	Function	Plot	.	As	explained	in	Kendrick	et	al.	10.3.1	Hoem	Estimator	of	the	Conditional	Rates	.	11.4	Application:	Estimation	of	the	VaR	Based	Model	.	——	Statistical	Models
with	R	——	From	Chapters	2	to	6,	we	will	get	back	to	the	methodology	and	statistical	modeling	issues,	with	R.	In	for(i	in	2^(1:4)){...},	some	statements	will	be	repeated	four	times,	and	i	will	take	values	2,	4,	8	and	16.	Several	functions	can	be	used	to	manipulate	dataframes.	(1989)	for	details),	we	will	use	R	functions	that	measure	how	long	a	particular
operation	takes	to	execute,	such	as	system.time,	which	returns	CPU	times,	and	others.	Plots	of	simulated	data	from	BootChainLadder	and	a	fitted	log-normal	distribution.	>	x	sort(x,decreasing=TRUE)	[1]	2	0	-1	>	x	[1]	-1	0	2	If	we	want	to	sort	vector	x,	then	we	should	reassign	the	vector	(which	is	possible	in	R),	>	x	x	[1]	2	0	-1	Observe	that	it	is
possible	to	assign	names	to	the	elements	of	the	vector,	>	names(x)	x	A	B	C	-1	0	2	and	then	components	of	the	vectors	can	be	called	using	brackets	[],	with	either	>	x[c(3,2)]	C	B	2	0	Introduction	15	or	>	x[c("C","B")]	C	B	2	0	which	is	a	shorter	version	for	x[names(x)%in%c("C","B")].	3.3.2	Monte	Carlo	Integration	.	This	function	expects	all	variables	in
the	input	source	to	be	separated	by	a	character	defined	by	the	sep	argument	(using	quote	signs,	such	as	sep=";").	The	logical	class	is	for	values	TRUE	and	FALSE.	8.2.1	Weighted	Constrained	Penalized	Regression	8.2.2	Two-Dimensional	P-Splines	.	And	once	we	get	used	to	it,	R	is	an	easy	and	intuitive	programming	language.	Plot	of	generalized
extreme	value	probability	density	functions.	(2007),	without	and	with	a	priori	rating	taken	into	account.	Here,	we	can	specify	ex-post	the	dimension	of	the	matrix,	using	>	attributes(M)$dim=c(4,5)	All	the	elements	are	sorted	the	same	way	(per	column),	but	the	matrix	has	been	reshaped,	>	M	[1,]	[2,]	[3,]	[4,]	[,1]	0.2655087	0.3721239	0.5728534
0.9082078	[,2]	0.2016819	0.8983897	0.9446753	0.6607978	[,3]	0.62911404	0.06178627	0.20597457	0.17655675	[,4]	0.6870228	0.3841037	0.7698414	0.4976992	[,5]	0.7176185	0.9919061	0.3800352	0.7774452	The	dimension	of	matrix	M	is	>	dim(M)	[1]	4	5	Here	again,	it	is	possible	to	use	logical	subscripts.	For	instance,	if	we	want	to	compute	Z	∞
H(x)	f	:	x	7→	R	∞	where	H(t)	=	1	−	Φµ,σ	(t)	=	ϕµ,σ	(t)dt,	H(t)dt	t	x	where	ϕµ,σ	()	is	the	density	function	of	the	N	(µ,	σ2	)	distribution,	>	f	y	y	[1]	1.253314	1.904271	It	is	also	possible	to	use	recursion	to	define	functions,	in	R.	10.4.3	Nonparametric	Techniques:	Whittaker–Henderson	Smoother	.	235	KML	file	generated	using	maptools	and	visualized	in
Google	Earth.	To	test	whether	there	is	a	missing	value	or	not,	we	use	the	is.na()	function.	We	will	investigate	this	further	in	the	next	section.	4.5.3	Random	Forests	.	Nevertheless,	we	strongly	recommend	to	avoid	using	T	instead	of	TRUE,	and	to	keep	T	as	a	possible	variable	(that	can	be	used	for	time).	375	9.5.1	The	Package	ELT	.	Boxplots	of	cyclone
intensity	per	year,	and	slope	of	quantile	regressions	for	different	probability	levels.	328	329	330	331	333	334	338	339	339	342	343	347	349	349	355	358	364	365	367	374	375	386	391	391	392	393	395	395	402	List	of	Figures	11.1	xxix	11.3	Daily	logarithm	returns	of	the	U.S./U.K.	foreign	exchange	rate,	and	histogram	of	the	daily	logarithm	returns	of
the	U.S./U.K.	foreign	exchange	rate.	383	.	Plot	of	the	cumulative	development	positions	from	one	development	year	to	the	next	for	each	development	year,	including	regression	lines	of	different	linear	models.	In	Chapter	9,	Julien	Tomas	and	Fr´ed´eric	Planchet	will	focus	on	prospective	life	tables	from	an	insurer’s	perspective,	and	willing	to	use
portfolio	experience.	xx	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	——	Nonlife	Insurance	with	R	——	Finally,	in	Chapters	14	to	16,	we	will	see	how	to	use	R	to	deal	with	computational	aspects	of	nonlife	insurance.	Note	that	cross	interactions,	of	{A,	B,	C,	D}	×	{1,	2,	3},	can	be	obtained	using	>	reg	ncol(model.matrix(reg))	[1]	13	For	more	subtle
interpretations	of	regressions,	it	is	possible	to	use	%in%	with	some	nested	models.	To	return	the	values	of	U	strictly	larger	than	0.8,	we	use	>	U[U>.8]	[1]	0.9082078	0.8983897	0.9446753	0.9919061	or	if	we	want	value(s)	between	0.4	and	0.5,	>	U[(U>.4)&(U	(U>.4)&(U	U[(U>.4)&(U	.4}	∩	{U	<	.45},	here,	is	empty.	6.3.3.2	Parameter	Stability	.
Consider	here	the	following	function,	where	a	loop	is	used	and	at	each	iteration,	outputs	are	stored	in	a	list:	>	F	f2	cppFunction("int	square(int	x)	{return	x*x;}")	>	square(9)	[1]	81	or	power()	that	will	compute;	more	generally;	the	power	n	of	any	(positive)	number	x:	>	cppFunction("double	power(double	x,	int	n){double	xn	=	pow(x,n);return	xn;}")	>
power(4,2)	[1]	16	Following	Eddelbuettel	&	Fran¸cois	(2011),	consider	the	construction	of	the	Fibonacci	sequence,	define	recursively	by		u0	=	0	un	=	un−1	+	un−2	,	with	u1	=	1	The	R	code	to	define	that	function	is	>	FibonacciR	system.time(FibonacciR(35))	user	system	elapsed	35.431	0.128	35.538	The	C/C++code	to	compute	that	sequence	is	int
g(int	n)	{if(n	library(Rcpp)	>	cppFunction("	Introduction	+	+	+	+	67	int	FibonacciC(int	n){	if	(n	q(X)	function	(p,	lower.tail	=	TRUE,	log.p	=	FALSE)	{	qnorm(p,	mean	=	5,	sd	=	2,	lower.tail	=	lower.tail,	log.p	=	log.p)	}	−1	And	if	we	want	to	evaluate	that	function,	for	instance	to	get	the	value	of	FX	(0.25),	we	use	>	q(X)(0.25)	[1]	3.65102	(which	is	the
same	as	the	standard	qnorm(0.25,mean=5,sd=2)).	Introduction	1.1.6	11	R	Codes	and	Efficiency	In	this	book,	we	will	discuss	computational	aspects	of	actuarial	sciences.	With	runif(),	we	can	generate	random	variables,	uniformly	distributed	over	the	unit	interval	[0,	1]	(most	standard	distributions	can	be	generated	with	standard	functions	in	R,	as
discussed	later	on	in	this	chapter	and	in	Chapter	2),	>	set.seed(1)	>	U	U[1:4]	[1]	0.2655087	0.3721239	0.5728534	0.9082078	It	is	possible	to	display	more	digits,	or	less,	by	setting	the	number	of	digits	to	print,	from	1	to	22:	>	options(digits	=	3)	>	U[1:4]	[1]	0.266	0.372	0.573	0.908	>	options(digits	=	22)	>	U[1:4]	[1]	0.2655086631420999765396
0.3721238996367901563644	[3]	0.5728533633518964052200	0.9082077899947762489319	Only	the	display	is	affected,	not	the	way	numbers	are	stored,	in	R.	10.2.1	Data	Importation	and	Some	Statistics	.	>	reg3	reg3$coefficients	(Intercept)	speed	-17.579095	3.932409	>	coef(reg3)	(Intercept)	speed	-17.579095	3.932409	>	plot(reg3)	Note	that	with
S3	objects,	a	function	is	usually	defined	with	a	certain	list	of	arguments	(see	the	lm	function),	and	then	to	define	a	generic	function,	there	is	a	UseMethod	call	with	the	name	of	the	generic	function.	11.1	13.1	15.1	15.2	15.3	15.4	15.5	.	13.4	Portfolio	Returns	and	Cumulative	Performance	13.5	Portfolio	Optimization	in	R	.	10.5.2	Additive	Models	.	But
before,	we	have	to	install	a	package	from	the	Internet	(for	instance	quantreg	to	run	quantile	regressions)	we	use	>	install.packages("quantreg",	dependencies=TRUE)	and	then	we	select	a	mirror	site	to	download.	It	is	possible	to	define	objects	x2,	x_2,	or	x.2,	but	not	2x.	For	instance,	sweep()	can	be	used	to	apply	a	function	either	to	rows	(MARGIN=1)
or	columns	(MARGIN=2).	13.5.2	Mean–Variance	Portfolio	.	Vectors	can	be	used	in	arithmetic	expressions,	in	which	case	the	operations	are	performed	element	by	element:	a*b	will	return	the	vector	[ai	·	bi	].	1.3.7.2	A	Simple	Graph	with	Lines	and	Curves	Consider	an	i.i.d.	sample,	with	observations	from	a	normal	distribution,	>	X	par(mfrow	=	c(1,	2))
or	equivalently,	>	op	hist(X,xlab="X",ylab="Density",main="",col="grey",	+	border="white",probability=TRUE)	It	is	possible	to	add	lines	and	curves	on	the	graph,	for	instance	the	density	of	a	normal	distribution	fitted	using	moment	estimators,	>	u	lines(u,dnorm(u,mean(X),sd(X)),lty=2)	or	a	kernel-based	estimator	of	the	density,	with	a	Gaussian
kernel	(this	option	can	be	changed	through	kernel),	and	the	standard	rule-of-thumb	for	choosing	the	bandwidth	from	Silverman	(1986),	>	d	lines(d$x,d$y)	Actually,	because	the	output	of	the	density()	function	contains	two	vectors	named	x	and	y,	it	is	possible	to	use	instead	>	lines(density(X))	Finally,	we	can	add	a	legend	in	the	upper	left	corner	(using
the	"topleft"	option,	but	it	might	be	located	anywhere):	>	legend("topleft",c("Histogram","Normal	density","Kernel	density"),	+	col=c("grey","black","black"),lwd=c(NA,1,1),lty=c(NA,2,1),	+	pch=c(15,NA,NA),bty="n")	Note	that	to	locate	an	area	of	the	graph	which	might	be	appropriate	for	the	legend	(the	text	can	be	placed	interactively	via	a
mouseclick),	it	is	possible	to	use	>	legend(locator(1),	...)	Introduction	55	Next	we	plot	the	empirical	cumulative	distribution	function,	computed	using	>	F.empirical	axis(1);	axis(2)	Then,	we	can	add	two	lines,	the	distribution	function	obtained	by	cumulating	the	kernel	density	estimator,	and	the	distribution	function	of	a	Gaussian	random	variable
where	µ	is	the	empirical	mean	and	σ	the	empirical	standard	deviation,	>	lines(d$x,cumsum(d$y)*diff(d$x)[1])	>	lines(u,pnorm(u,mean(X),sd(X)),lty=2)	Again,	in	the	upper	left	corner,	we	can	add	a	legend,	>	legend("topleft",c("Empirical	c.d.f.","Normal	c.d.f.","Kernel	c.d.f"),	+	col=c("grey","black","black"),lwd=c(2,1,1),lty=c(1,2,1),bty="n")	If	we	do	not
know	where	to	plot	the	legend,	it	is	possible	to	use	the	locator	function,	>	legend(locator(1),c("Empirical	c.d.f.","Normal	c.d.f.","Kernel	c.d.f"),	+	col=c("grey","black","black"),lwd=c(2,1,1),lty=c(1,2,1),bty="n")	In	that	case,	R	reads	the	position	of	the	graphics	cursor	when	the	mouse	button	is	pressed.	The	objects	we	created	can	be	stored	in	a	file
called	.RData	(in	the	directory	where	we	started	R).	11.5	Conclusion	.	5.6.3	Using	the	RgoogleMaps	Package	.	6.4.2	Probability–Probability	Plot	.	POT	and	GARCH	.	14.3	From	Poisson	to	Quasi-Poisson	.	Chambers	Department	of	Statistics	Stanford	University	Stanford,	California,	USA	Torsten	Hothorn	Division	of	Biostatistics	University	of	Zurich
Switzerland	Duncan	Temple	Lang	Department	of	Statistics	University	of	California,	Davis	Davis,	California,	USA	Hadley	Wickham	Department	of	Statistics	Rice	University	Houston,	Texas,	USA	Aims	and	Scope	This	book	series	reflects	the	recent	rapid	growth	in	the	development	and	application	of	R,	the	programming	language	and	software
environment	for	statistical	computing	and	graphics.	Computational	methods	probably	started	in	the	1950s	with	Dwyer	(1951)	and	von	Neumann	(1951).	The	strptime()	function	creates	a	POSIXct	or	POSIXlt	object	(based	on—signed—number	of	seconds	since	the	beginning	of	1970,	in	the	UTC	timezone	for	POSIXct	objects,	while	a	POSIXlt	object	is	a
list	of	day,	month,	year,	hour,	minute,	second,	etc.).	Kaplan–Meier	estimator	of	the	survival	function.	n=0	From	a	statistician’s	perspective,	the	distributions	of	N	and	Xi	are	unknown	but	can	be	estimated	using	samples.	14.4	More	Advanced	Models	for	Counts	.	All	programs	and	data	in	this	book	are	provided	in	good	faith.	1.1.6	R	Codes	and	Efficiency
.	By	contrast,	when	calling	the	lm	regression	function	in	R,	the	function	returns	an	object	containing	various	information,	b	the	implied	residuals	b	such	as	the	estimated	coefficients	β,	ε,	estimated	variance	matrix	of	b	etc.	A	section	will	be	dedicated	to	the	collective	model	and	aggregate	loss	distribution,	and	a	section	will	also	mention	multivariate
distribution	and	copulas.	1.3.7.2	A	Simple	Graph	with	Lines	and	Curves	.	14.1.4	Structure	of	the	Chapter	and	References	.	$	naofl	:	num	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	-1.03	...	Pearson’s	distribution	system.	1.3.1	Core	Functions	.	They	can	be	written	as	log	α	b−	Γ0	(b	α)	α	b	−	log	X	+	log	X	=	0	and	βb	=	.	476	476	476	477	478	478	478
480	482	484	486	488	490	490	491	492	492	492	493	495	497	499	499	500	500	501	501	503	506	507	510	511	.	The	other	coefficients	are	then	additive	to	the	intercept.	$	sun	:	num	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	8.4	...	It	is	possible	to	obtain	a	vector	using	function	unlist().	8.3.1	Lee–Carter	(LC)	Method	.	Cullen	and	Frey	graph	for	danish	and
tplclaimnumber.	1.2	Importing	and	Creating	Various	Objects,	and	Datasets	in	R	After	this	general	introduction,	let	us	spend	some	time	to	discover	R’s	grammar.	Regression	lines	of	Y	against	X,	for	different	values	of	a	factor	Z,	with	trellis	functions	on	the	right.	2.2.4	Maximum	Goodness-of-Fit	Estimation	.	1.1.1	From	Actuarial	Science	to
Computational	Actuarial	Science	.	Profile	likelihood	for	ξ	in	the	generalized	Pareto	distribution	above	u	=	10.	3.3.3	Markov	Chain	Monte	Carlo	.	If	we	try	to	concatenate	elements	that	are	not	of	the	same	type,	R	will	coerce	elements	to	a	common	type,	for	example,	>	x	x	[1]	"1"	"2"	"3"	"4"	"5"	"yes"	>	y	y	[1]	TRUE	TRUE	TRUE	FALSE	>	y+2	[1]	3	3	3	2
1.2.2.2	Matrices	and	Arrays	A	matrix	is	just	a	vector	of	data,	along	with	an	additional	vector,	accessible	by	the	dim()	function,	that	contains	the	dimensions	(i.e.	number	of	rows	nrow	and	columns	ncol).	Assume	that	X	and	Y	are	two	N	(0,	1)	random	variables,	and	let	us	plot	the	upper	and	the	lower	bound	for	the	quantile	function	of	X	+	Y	.	The	default
is	spaces	and/or	tabs	(to	specify	that	the	variable	is	changing)	or	a	carriage	return	(to	specify	that	the	individual	is	changing).	Illustration	of	conditional	volatility	of	financial	returns.	The	first	one	emphasized	the	importance	of	linear	computations,	and	the	second	one	the	importance	of	massive	computations,	using	random	number	generations	(and
Monte	Carlo	methods),	while	(at	that	time)	access	to	digital	computers	was	not	widespread.	An	object	is	a	set	(or	a	list)	of	functions,	and	it	should	be	associated	with	functions	dealing	with	that	object.	It	is	a	model	with	1	+	3	+	4	×	(3	−	1)	=	12	explanatory	variables.	But	it	is	possible	to	have	matrices	of	(almost)	any	format,	for	instance	logical	values,
>	M>.6	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]	[,4]	[,5]	[1,]	FALSE	FALSE	TRUE	TRUE	TRUE	[2,]	FALSE	TRUE	FALSE	FALSE	TRUE	[3,]	FALSE	TRUE	FALSE	TRUE	FALSE	[4,]	TRUE	TRUE	FALSE	FALSE	TRUE	Observe	that	the	recycling	rule	of	R	affects	also	matrices	(a	matrix—or	an	array—being	just	a	rectangular	collection	of	elements	of	the	same	type)	>	M	M	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]
[1,]	1	5	1	[2,]	2	6	2	[3,]	3	7	3	[4,]	4	8	4	>	M+c(10,20,30,40,50)	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]	[1,]	11	55	41	[2,]	22	16	52	[3,]	33	27	13	[4,]	44	38	24	Warning	:	In	M	+	c(10,20,30,40,50)	:	longer	object	length	is	not	a	multiple	of	shorter	object	length	Note	that	the	standard	way	of	storing	a	vector	as	a	matrix	in	R	is	not	by	row	but	by	column,	so	in	this	case	we	could	have



omitted	the	byrow=FALSE	argument.	6.5.1	Modeling	Occurence	and	Frequency	.	Note	that	predefined	objects	are	stored	elsewhere	>	find("pi")	[1]	"package:base"	Objects	can	be	stored	in	several	locations,	>	search()	[1]	".GlobalEnv"	"tools:RGUI"	"package:stats"	[4]	"package:graphics"	"package:grDevices"	"package:utils"	[7]	"package:datasets"
"package:methods"	"Autoloads"	[10]	"package:base"	1.2.2	1.2.2.1	More	Complex	Objects	in	R:	From	Vectors	to	Lists	Vectors	in	R	The	most	natural	way	to	define	and	store	more	than	one	value	in	R	is	to	create	a	vector,	which	is	probably	the	simplest	R	object.	5.6.4.1	Adding	a	Legend	to	a	KML	File	.	It	is	available	from	the	CRAN	servers	at	.	In	that
case,	one	has	to	specify	argument	na.strings.	Remark	16.7	One	way	to	address	the	above	shortcomings	might	be	to	find	appropriate	weights	and	to	review	the	choice	of	the	α	parameter	in	the	Mack	model.	2.1.3	Mixed-Type	Distributions	.	Distribution	of	the	height,	using	a	normal	distribution,	and	mixtures	of	normal	distributions.	The	following	graph
is	on	the	right	of	Figure	1.4.	Introduction	57	>	plot(summary(model,alpha=0.05,se="iid"),	+	parm=2,pch=19,cex=1.2,mar=c(5,5,4,2)+0.1,	+	ylab="Trend	(kt/yr)",xlab="Quantile")	1.3.7.4	Adding	Shaded	Area	to	a	Graph	Consider	the	case	where	we	want	to	sketch	the	possible	range	for	a	quantile	function.	13.2.2	Linear	Programming	.	3.2	Bayesian
Conjugates	.	LC	kt	with	and	without	adjustment,	U.S.	male	mortality,	1933–2010.	Output	of	the	ctree	function	of	library	party.	Based	on	the	assumption	that	the	same	holds	for	computational	actuarial	science,	we	decided	to	publish	this	book.	Sometimes,	it	is	necessary	to	repeat	some	statements	a	given	number	of	times,	or	until	a	condition	becomes
true	(or	false).	They	will	be	executed	as	if	they	were	on	two	different	lines.	——	Introduction	to	the	R	language	——	Chapter	1	will	provide	an	introduction	to	the	R	language,	for	Windows,	Mac	OS	X,	and	Linux	users.	5.3	Spatial	Objects	in	R	.	Splitting	and	combining	data.	1.1.3	Vectors	and	Matrices	in	Actuarial	Computations	.	The	function	used	in	this
example	is	h(n)	=	2h(n	−	1)	+	1	if	n	≥	2	and	h(1)	=	1.	2.3.4	Goodness-of-Fit	Statistics	and	Tests	.	3.2.6	Noninformative	Priors	.	376	9.5.2	Computation	of	the	Observed	Statistics	and	Importation	of	the	Reference	.	13.6.2	Weighted	Return	Plots	.	558	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Amount	15000	5000	15000	Chain-ladder	developments	by
origin	period	Forecast	Latest	0	5000	Value	Mack-Chain	Ladder	Results	2007	2009	2011	2013	7	6	3	4	5	2	1	1	9000	3	11000	2010	5	6	7	1	0	2007	2008	2009	2010	2011	2012	2011	2012	Calendar	period	1	0	−1	−2	Standardised	residuals	1	0	Standardised	residuals	−1	2009	1	Origin	period	−2	2008	2	1	−1	13000	Fitted	2007	4	3	2	1	−2	Standardised
residuals	1	0	−1	7000	2	3	2	4	1	Development	period	−2	Standardised	residuals	Origin	period	5	3	2	4	1	6	3	5	4	2	1	1	2	3	4	5	Development	period	FIGURE	16.6	Plot	of	MackChainLadder	output.	3.3.6	Computational	Conclusion	and	Specific	Packages	.	1.2.1	Simple	Objects	in	R	and	Workspace	.	Now,	if	we	add	x1:x2	in	the	regression,	the	model	matrix
will	be	>	reg	model.matrix(reg)[45:50,]	(Intercept)	X1B	X1C	X1D	X22	X23	X1B:X22	X1C:X22	X1D:X22	X1B:X23	X1C:X23	X1D:X23	45	1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	46	1	0	1	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	47	1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	34	48	49	50	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	1	1	1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Thus,	cross	products	of
all	remaining	variables	are	considered,	here,	namely	{B,	C,	D}	×	{2,	3}.	11.3	Heteroskedastic	Models	.	Various	functions	can	also	be	used	to	derive	simple	quantities	associated	to	that	distribution,	such	as	moments	>	mean(X)	[1]	5	We	can	also	create	discrete	distributions,	such	as	>	N	plot(N)	An	interesting	feature	of	this	S4	class	is	that	simple
arithmetics	on	distributions	can	be	performed.	Histogram	associated	with	a	non-homogeneous	Poisson	process,	with	cyclical	intensity	λ.	Evolution	of	Mallows’	Cp	as	a	function	of	the	number	of	predictors.	Function	cat()	can.	3.5.3	Practical	Classical	versus	Bayesian	Statistics	Revisited	.	242	Posterior	mean	spatial	pattern	by	category.	>	resPlot
log.incr.predict	7.8	Exercises	.	The	authors	and	publishers	have	attempted	to	trace	the	copyright	holders	of	all	material	reproduced	in	this	publication	and	apologize	to	copyright	holders	if	permission	to	publish	in	this	form	has	not	been	obtained.	7.7.2	Valuation	of	Cash	Flows	.	5.7	Testing	for	Spatial	Correlation	.	13.7	Conclusion	.	(16.20)	Using	Taylor
series	expansion,	we	can	approximate	V	ar(b	xi,j	):	∂µi,j	2	·	V	ar(b	V	ar(b	xi,j	)	≈	ηi,j	),	∂ηi,j	(16.21)	which,	with	a	logarithmic	link	function,	can	be	simplified	to	∂µi,j	=	µi,j	.	13.6.1	Efficient	Frontier	.	Evolution	of	Cram´er’s	V	per	variable.	16.5.1	Ultimo	Reserve	Risk	.	Observed	statistics,	male	population.	•)>>	The	development	of	R,	including
programming,	building	packages,	and	graphics.	Arthur	Charpentier,	Montr´eal	This	page	intentionally	left	blank	Contributors	Katrien	Antonio	Universiteit	van	Amsterdam	Amsterdam,	Netherlands	Eric	Gilleland	National	Center	for	Atmospheric	Research	Boulder,	Colorado,	USA	Renato	Assun¸	c˜	ao	Universidade	Federal	de	Minas	Gerais	Belo
Horizonte,	Brazil	Sergio	S.	453	Description	of	variables	in	the	auto	claim	dataset.	229	Example	of	maps	using	the	functions	spplot	and	plot.	$	Region	:	Factor	w/	5	levels	"Basin","East",..:	1	1	1	1	3	1	4	5	5	5	...	Historial	peaks	of	the	IXBK	index,	and	drawdown	rates	for	the	IXBK	index.	It	is	then	possible	to	work	with	components	of	a	vector	which	are	not
missing,	>	Xfull	Xfull	>	>	>	library(data.table)	DF	2,	]	0.254	3.098	2	DT[DT$X1	>	2,	]	0.082	1.000	Note	that	the	function	write.table()	can	be	used	to	export	an	R	matrix,	or	dataframe,	as	a	text	file.	Note	that	graphs	are	displayed	in	the	graphics	window	of	R.	13.6	Display	Results	.	319	320	322	322	324	326	328	329	331	334	335	xii	Contents	8.4	8.5	8.6
8.7	8.8	Other	Mortality	Forecasting	Methods	Coherent	Mortality	Forecasting	.	U.S.	male	mortality	rates,	1933–2010.	222	Use	of	map()	to	visualize	the	world	map.	Standard	Functions	.	3.2.2	Motivation	on	Small	Samples	.	12	1.2.1	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Simple	Objects	in	R	and	Workspace	As	claimed	in	the	introduction	of	Chapter	2	of
Venables	&	Ripley	(2002),	“Everything	in	S	is	an	object.”	“Every	object	in	S	has	a	class.”	For	instance,	to	assign	a	value	to	an	object	(and	to	create	that	object	if	it	does	not	exist	yet),	we	use	the	assignment	operator	x	x	[1]	2.718282	will	create	a	numeric	variable	denoted	x,	with	value	e.	Splines	.	For	instance,	the	probability	that	a	person	aged	x	will	be
alive	at	age	x	+	k	is	k	px	,	which	is	a	function	of	x	and	k	(both	integers)	and	can	be	stored	in	a	matrix	p.	13.5.4	Minimum	Variance	Portfolio	.	——	Before	Starting	——	To	read	the	book,	keep	in	mind	that	all	chapters	are	independent	(at	least	from	a	computational	point	of	view).	For	organizations	that	have	been	granted	a	photocopy	license	by	the	CCC,
a	separate	system	of	payment	has	been	arranged.	•)>>	Using	R	for	the	study	of	topics	of	statistical	methodology,	such	as	linear	and	mixed	modeling,	time	series,	Bayesian	methods,	and	missing	data.	This	can	be	avoided	using	the	stringsAsFactors	argument.	5.1.3	Spatial	Interaction	Data	.	It	is	convenient	to	use	the	cat()	function	to	write	sentences	in
the	R	console:	>	cat("File	DF	contains",nrow(DF),"rows	")	File	DF	contains	10000	rows	One	can	also	use	the	sink()	function,	usually	seen	as	the	complement	of	the	source()	function.	Observed	Federal	Reserve	yield	surface.	14.3.2	NB2	Variance	Form:	Negative	Binomial	Type	II	.	249	Predicted	values	×	number	of	accidents	for	the	popular	and	luxury
analysis.	15.2.1	Data	.	2.3.5	Skewness–Kurtosis	Graph	.	Solution	of	the	MV	portfolio	with	the	equally	weighted	portfolio	return	as	target	return,	and	with	the	smallest	mean	return	as	target	return.	To	get	some	help	on	functions,	it	is	possible	to	use	either	help	or	?.	But	define,	for	instance,	the	following	function,	to	derive	easily	confidence	intervals,	>
"%pm%"	100	%pm%	10	[1]	83.55146	116.44854	As	an	illustration	in	this	section	on	functions,	assume	that	we	want	to	compute	the	inverse	of	a	strictly	increasing	function,	for	instance	the	quantile	function	associated	to	a	continuous	random	variable.	14.3.4	Nonparametric	Variance	Form	.	2.2.2	Moment	Matching	Estimation	.	Plotting	Pareto	tails.
Transformed	gamma	family.	51	53	54	56	58	59	60	62	77	80	81	81	83	87	88	88	94	95	96	99	100	105	107	109	111	113	117	121	122	xxv	xxvi	3.1	3.2	3.3	3.4	3.5	3.6	3.7	4.1	4.2	4.3	4.4	4.5	4.6	4.7	4.8	4.9	4.10	4.11	4.12	4.13	4.14	4.15	4.16	4.17	4.18	4.19	4.20	4.21	4.22	5.1	5.2	5.3	5.4	5.5	5.6	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Prior	(dotted	line)	and
posterior	(solid	line)	distributions	for	the	parameter	of	a	Bernoulli	distribution.	Consider	a	folder	where	several	csv	files	are	stored;	you	wish	to	import	all	of	them	and	store	them	in	a	list.	Hence,	>	x	y	x+y	[1]	101	202	303	404	501	602	703	804	This	works	also	when	vector	lengths	are	not	multiples,	>	y	x+y	[1]	101	202	303	401	502	603	701	802	Note
that	NA	values	are	used	to	represent	missing	values,	as	NA	stands	for	not	available	>	age	length(age)	age	[1]	0	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	90	NA	NA	16	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	But	R	will	not	always	assign	values	when	lengths	are	not	appropriate	(and	some	error	message	might	also	appear).	>	u	if(u>.5)	{print("greater	than	50%")}	else
{("smaller	than	50%")}	[1]	"smaller	than	50%"	Warning	message:	In	if	(u	>	0.5)	{	:	the	condition	has	length	>	1	and	only	the	first	element	will	be	used	>	ifelse(u>.5,("greater	than	50%"),("smaller	than	50%"))	[1]	"smaller	than	50%"	"smaller	than	50%"	"greater	than	50%"	>	u	[1]	0.2655087	0.3721239	0.5728534	1.3.2.2	Writing	Personal	Functions	In
R,	writing	a	function	is	rather	simple.	on	the	.	Another	difficult	task,	for	new	users,	is	to	find	which	package	will	be	appropriate	to	deal	with	a	specific	problem.	6.5.2	Modeling	Individual	Losses	.	(CCC),	222	Rosewood	Drive,	Danvers,	MA	01923,	978-750-8400.	This	is	what	Clarke	(1973)	mentioned	in	his	so-called	third	law	of	prediction,	when	claiming
that	“any	sufficiently	advanced	technology	is	indistinguishable	from	magic.”	The	ambitious	goal	of	this	book	is	to	demystify	computational	aspects	of	actuarial	science,	and	to	prove	that	even	complex	computations	can	usually	be	done	without	too	much	pain.	2.7	Exercises	.	You	can	use	>	listdf	listcsv	for(filename	in	listcsv){	listdf[filename]	T
while(sum(T)	set.seed(1)	>	u	if(u>.5)	{("greater	than	50%")}	else	{("smaller	than	50%")}	[1]	"smaller	than	50%"	>	ifelse(u>.5,("greater	than	50%"),("smaller	than	50%"))	[1]	"smaller	than	50%"	>	u	[1]	0.2655087	The	main	difference	is	that	ifelse()	is	vectorizable,	but	not	if().	1.1.4	R	Packages	.	3.4.2	Extension	to	Generalized	Linear	Models	.	All	of
them	know	more	about	the	topic	they	write	about	than	I	do,	and	most	of	them	have	written	a	package	(sometimes	several)	used	in	computational	actuarial	science.	Smoothed	male	mortality	rates	using	bivariate	P-splines,	United	States.	Of	course,	all	those	operations	can	be	done	on	vectors	(as	R	is	a	vector	language)	>	cities	substr(cities,
nchar(cities)-1,	nchar(cities))	[1]	"NY"	"CA"	"MA"	or	>	unlist(strsplit(cities,	",	"))[seq(2,6,by=2)]	[1]	"NY"	"CA"	"MA"	Strings	of	characters	can	be	inputs	in	actuarial	modelling	(with	location,	disease,	names,	etc.)	but	also	output,	as	it	might	be	preferable	to	write	sentences	instead	of	simply	reporting	a	number.	Because	these	chapters	focus	on
methodological	aspects,	several	packages	will	be	used	in	each	chapter	(while	later	on,	for	each	specific	application,	one	dedicated	package	will	be	used).	Finally,	>	[email	protected]	is	used	when	x	is	an	S4	object	(that	will	be	mentioned	in	several	chapters	later	on).	Observed	versus	fitted	yield	curves	at	different	periods.	>	f	optim.f	names(optim.f)	[1]
"maximum"	"objective"	>	optim.f$maximum	[1]	0.5	To	get	further	information	on	the	optimize()	function	(and	more	generally	on	any	function	from	a	documented	package),	the	command	is	help(optimize),	or	for	a	faster	alternative	?optimize.	Observe	that	the	outer	limits	are	moved	away	by	0.1%	of	the	range.	6.4.3	Return	Level	Plot	.	An	alternative,	if
we	want	to	save	a	graph	that	has	been	plotted,	without	running	again	the	code,	is	to	use	save	the	output	of	the	graphic	window	in	the	.eps	format	by	right-clicking	the	mouse	(or	any	other	format,	see	Murrell	&	Ripley	(2006)	for	more	details).	4.1.4	Recoding	the	Variables	.	The	difficult	part	of	books	on	computational	techniques	is	to	find	a	balance
between	•	a	code	efficient	and	fast,	but	where	the	algorithm	is	not	explicit;	and	•	a	simple	code,	where	iterations	or	sums	can	be	visualized	easily,	but	which	might	be	slow.	HU	model	and	forecast,	U.S.	male	mortality.	Cumulative	distribution	function	of	a	zero-modified	Poisson	sample.	Comparison	of	the	trends	in	periodic	life	expectancies	for	ages	55
and	70,	male	population.	1.3.7.6	More	Complex	Graphs	.	And	finally,	in	Chapter	10,	Fr´ed´eric	Planchet	and	Pierre-E.	8.2	Smoothing	Mortality	Data	.	4	Statistical	Learning	Arthur	Charpentier	and	St´ephane	Tuff´ery	4.1	Introduction	and	Motivation	.	For	instance,	cumsum()	can	be	used	to	return	cumulated	sums	per	columns,	or	rows,	>
apply(m,2,cumsum)	[,1]	[,2]	[1,]	1	6	[2,]	5	16	[3,]	11	21	We	might	also	be	interested	to	compute	means	given	another	variate	(a	factor)	>	sex	base	base	x	sex	1	1	H	2	4	F	3	6	F	4	6	H	5	10	H	6	5	H	Then	we	use	the	tapply()	function:	>	tapply(x,sex,mean)	F	H	5.0	5.5	Note	that	if	the	function	of	interest	is	the	sum,	per	factor,	then	the	rowsum()	function	can
also	be	used	>	rowsum(x,sex)	[,1]	F	10	H	22	Consider	now	a	second	categorical	variable	>	base$hair	table(base$sex,base$hair)	F	H	Black	Blonde	Brown	1	0	1	2	1	1	Introduction	37	that	may	also	include	sums	by	row,	and	column,	>	addmargins(table(base$sex,base$hair))	F	H	Sum	Black	Blonde	Brown	Sum	1	0	1	2	2	1	1	4	3	1	2	6	We	will	discuss	later
on	how	to	speed	up	R	codes	(for	example,	using	C/C++,	as	discussed	in	Section	1.4.3).	An	alternative	can	be	to	use	function	with()	when	running	functions	in	variables	on	that	dataset.	Contingency	table	and	tree	partitioning	(first	step),	based	on	variable	Xj	.	5.5	Reading	Maps	and	Data	in	R	.	Forests	.	4.2.6	Nearest-Neighbor	Method	.	$	soi	:	num	-0.21
-0.21	-0.21	-0.21	-0.21	-0.21	-0.21	-0.21	-0.21	...	335	337	340	341	343	9	Prospective	Mortality	Tables	and	Portfolio	Experience	345	Julien	Tomas	and	Fr´ed´eric	Planchet	9.1	Introduction	and	Motivation	.	This	library	is	based	on	the	reshape	and	plyr	packages.	11.2	Financial	Time	Series	.	10.2.2	Building	the	Appropriate	Database	.	11.2.3	Stylized	Facts	.
However,	the	last	plot	produces	a	warning	that	should	be	investigated.	If	any	copyright	material	has	not	been	acknowledged	please	write	and	let	us	know	so	we	may	rectify	in	any	future	reprint.	2.6.2	Archimedean	Copulas	.	225	Visualizing	shape	maps	with	spplot().	We	believed	that	the	raw	data	would	be	read	into	S,	operated	on	by	various	S
functions,	and	results	would	be	produced.	In	Chapter	11,	Yohan	Chalabi	and	Diethelm	W¨	urtz	will	discuss	stock	price	models	and	nonlinear	time	series.	org/.	And	so	our	esteemed	insurer,	respected	and	ever	so	clever,	invented	an	esoteric	language	he	called	“actuarial	science”.	Readers	not	(yet)	familiar	with	R	will	find	there	are	dozens	of	recent
books	published	on	the	R	language.	R	R	1.2.4	Importing	Excel	Files	and	SAS	Tables	.	14.2.6	A	Poisson	Regression	to	Model	Yearly	Claim	Frequency	.	2.6.3	Elliptical	Copulas	.	(2006)	for	a	discussion	on	S4	classes	for	distributions)	or	lifetable	objects	in	Chapter	8.	Object	names	cannot	start	with	a	numeric	value.	But	they	should	keep	in	mind	that	the
strength	of	R	is	probably	the	community	of	R	users.	I	should	also	mention	blogs,	as	some	of	the	contributors	have	one	(and	additional	information	related	to	what	they	have	can	be	found	on	their	own	blog).	Most	large	cities	in	the	world	Preface	xxi	now	have	their	own	R	groups,	and	the	community	is	extremely	active	online.	Number	of	predicted	deaths
versus	CI.	Plot	of	the	actual	and	expected	cumulative	claims	development	and	estimated	standard	error	of	the	Mack	model	forecast.	Proportion	of	class	categories,	per	age	category.	2.5.2	Poisson	Process	.	Hyndman,	and	Leonie	Tickle	Prospective	Mortality	Tables	and	Portfolio	Experience	Julien	Tomas	and	Frédéric	Planchet	Survival	Analysis	Frédéric
Planchet	and	Pierre-E.	5.2	Spatial	Analysis	and	GIS	.	The	idea	is	to	create	various	objects	(that	will	be	described	in	the	next	sections)	that	contain	useful	information,	and	that	could	be	called	by	other	functions	(e.g.	graphs).	If	we	use	the	sort	function,	it	will	print	the	sorted	vector.	But	instead	of	accessing	this	vector	with	StormMax$Wmax,	it	is
possible	to	attach	the	dataframe,	using	attach(StormMax),	and	then	simply	indicate	the	column	name,	as	now,	vector	Wmax	does	exist.	The	residual	plots	should	not	show	any	obvious	patterns	and	about	95%	of	the	standardized	residuals	should	be	contained	in	the	range	of	−2	to	2	for	the	Mack	model	to	be	strictly	applicable.	15.3.2.2	Transition	Rules,
Transition	Probabilities	and	Stationary	Distribution	.	i=1	By	independence,	a	straightforward	convolution	formula	(see	e.g.	Chapter	3	in	Kaas	et	al.	2	2	4	6	6	8	11	11	12	13	13	17	21	22	26	27	27	29	31	33	34	35	37	37	38	43	44	45	49	52	52	53	vii	viii	Contents	1.4	1.5	1.6	I	1.3.7.3	Graphs	That	Can	Be	Obtained	from	1.3.7.4	Adding	Shaded	Area	to	a	Graph	.
5.3.4	SpatialPolygonsDataFrame	Subclass	.	Hill	plots	for	ξ	and	α.	Then	any	actuarial	quantity	can	be	computed	using	matrix	arithmetics.	Second	level	of	validation,	male	population.	Comparison	of	the	observed	and	fitted	deaths	for	calendar	year	2007,	male	population.	381	10	Survival	Analysis	Fr´ed´eric	Planchet	and	Pierre-E.	This	function	has	two
arguments:	x	(a	positive	scalar,	or	a	vector)	and	base	(the	base	with	respect	to	which	the	logarithm	is	computed).	In	databases,	there	might	be	missing	values.	Curse	of	dimensionality,	computing	the	volume	of	the	unit	sphere	in	R4	,	with	a	deterministic	method	•	and	using	Monte	Carlo	simulations	◦,	as	a	function	of	the	number	of	points,	n	=	4k	.	The
authors	do	not	guarantee	their	accuracy	and	are	not	responsible	for	the	consequences	of	their	use.	And	one	of	the	best	ways	to	do	computational	actuarial	science	is	probably	to	start	with	existing	models,	and	to	play	with	them	and	experiment	with	them.	Then,	in	Chapter	8,	Heather	Booth,	Rob	J.	For	instance,	stackoverflow	(a	popular	question-and-
answer	site	“for	professional	and	enthusiast	programmers”)	has	a	tag	for	R	related	questions,	.	10.6	Validation	of	a	Survival	Model	.	As	Yogi	Berra	(baseball	player	and/or	philosopher)	said:	You	can	see	a	lot	by	just	looking.	The	strength	of	a	vector-based	language	is	that	it	is	very	simple	to	access	parts	of	vectors,	specifying	subscripts.	221	Use	of
Polygon()	from	library	sp	to	visualize	areas	and	regions,	with	holes.	CCC	is	a	not-for-profit	organization	that	provides	licenses	and	registration	for	a	variety	of	users.	ROC	curve	obtained	using	the	leaps()	procedure	for	the	model	that	minimizes	Mallows’	Cp	.	If	we	want	the	lines	of	M	for	which	the	element	in	the	last	column	is	larger	than	0.8,	we	use	>
M[M[,5]>0.8,]	[1]	0.37212390	0.89838968	0.06178627	0.38410372	0.99190609	If	we	want	the	columns	for	which	the	element	in	the	last	row	is	larger	than	0.8,	we	use	>	M[,M[4,]>0.8]	[1]	0.2655087	0.3721239	0.5728534	0.9082078	A	lot	of	functions	can	be	used	to	manipulate	matrices.	Note	that	additional	references	can	be	downloaded	from	——
Acknowledgements	——	As	the	editor	of	the	book,	I	am	honored	and	proud	that	all	the	contributors	agreed	to	spend	time	on	this	book.	11.2.2	Data	Used	in	This	Chapter	.	1.2.5.2	Factors	and	Categorical	Variables	.	10.4.2	Semiparametric	Adjustment:	Brass	Relational	Model	.	Indeed,	to	keep	only	some	variables	in	a	dataset;	one	can	use	the	following
generic	code	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R		56			●	●	●		●	●		7UHQGNW\U		●		●	●	●	●			●	●			●	í					,QWHQVLW\NW	●	●	●									df	df	boxplot(Wmax~as.factor(Yr),ylim=c(35,175),xlab="Year",	+	ylab="Intensity	(kt)",col="grey")	>	library(quantreg)	>	model	model	Call:	rq(formula	=	Wmax	~	Yr,	tau	=	seq(0.2,	0.8,	0.1))	Coefficients:	tau=
0.2	tau=	0.3	tau=	0.4	tau=	0.5	(Intercept)	189.8900242	391.2367884	140.80069596	210.10132020	Yr	-0.0715789	-0.1696345	-0.04040035	-0.07219432	tau=	0.6	tau=	0.7	tau=	0.8	(Intercept)	7.500000e+01	-221.78568	-1169.6654437	Yr	-1.075529e-16	0.15365	0.6361049	Here,	seven	regressions	have	been	computed	and	stored	in	the	model	object.	If
actuarial	science	can	be	seen	as	an	esoteric	language	to	the	vulgar,	then	computational	aspects	are	usually	seen	as	magic	tricks.	11.3.1	Introduction	.	12.4	Svensson	Model	.	Object	programming	might	appear	more	complex,	as	the	code	should	be	thought	through	in	advance.	Then,	the	S	language	started,	initiating	R.	Comparison	of	the	residuals	for
calendar	year	2007,	male	population.	Graph	of	the	transition	matrix	cimMc.	.	All	these	packages	are	available;	you	just	have	to	load	them.	3.4.3	Extension	for	Hierarchical	Structures	.	326	9.1	9.2	9.3	9.4	Observed	characteristics	of	the	male	and	female	population	of	the	portfolio.	237	KML	file	with	legend	generated	using	maptools	and	visualized	in
Google	Earth.	For	instance,	consider	function	Rn	×[0,	1]n	×Rn+	→	R	defined	as	n	X	pi	·	xi	(x,	p,	d)	7→	(1	+	di	)	i	i=1	The	code	to	define	this	function	can	be	>	+	+	+	f	f(x=c(100,200,100),p=c(.4,.5,.3),d=.05)	[1]	154.7133	or	equivalently	>	f(c(100,200,100),c(.4,.5,.3),.05)	[1]	154.7133	Functions	with	named	arguments	also	have	the	option	of	specifying
default	values	for	those	arguments,	for	example	f	f(c(100,200,100),c(.4,.5,.3))	[1]	154.7133	It	is	not	necessary	to	name	the	argument	when	calling	a	function:	if	names	of	arguments	are	not	given,	R	assumes	they	appear	in	the	order	of	the	function	definition.	1.4.3	Interfacing	R	and	C/C++	.	5.4	Maps	in	R	.	514	523	532	536	542	xxxi	This	page
intentionally	left	blank	1	Introduction	Arthur	Charpentier	Universit´e	du	Qu´ebec	`	a	Montr´eal	Montr´eal,	Qu´ebec,	Canada	Rob	Kaas	Amsterdam	School	of	Economics,	Universiteit	van	Amsterdam	Amsterdam,	Netherlands	CONTENTS	1.1	1.2	1.3	R	for	Actuarial	Science?	Smoothed	male	mortality	rates	using	bivariate	P-splines,	United	States,	1950–
2010.	5.1.1	Point	Pattern	Data	.	Exercises	.	4.2.4	Leaps	and	Bounds	.	Using	plot	of	a	distr	object	for	a	sum	of	two	variables.	14.4.2	Zero-Inflated	Models	.	0.1	***	***	***	*	***	***	***	***	***	1	(Dispersion	parameter	for	quasipoisson	family	taken	to	be	21.6)	Null	deviance:	26197.85	Residual	deviance:	322.95	AIC:	NA	on	27	on	15	degrees	of	freedom
degrees	of	freedom	Number	of	Fisher	Scoring	iterations:	4	Note	that	the	coefficients	are	the	same	as	for	the	Poisson	model	without	over-dispersion.	16.4.1	Chain-Ladder	in	the	Context	of	Linear	Regression	16.4.2	Mack	Model	.	5.8	Spatial	Car	Accident	Insurance	Analysis	.	More	details	about	function	lmer()	can	be	found	in	Bates	(2005),	and	from
linear	and	nonlinear	mixed	effects	models	described	in	Pinheiro	&	Bates	(2000).	In	this	chapter,	they	mention	no-claim	bonus	systems,	and	make	connections	with	credibility	models	described	in	Chapter	3.	13.3	Data	Sources	.	7.8.5	More	Advanced	Topics	.	Survival	distribution	function:	Empirical	distribution	from	censored	survival	times,	and	Kaplan–
Meier’s	correction.	15.1.1	A	Priori	Rating	for	Cross-Sectional	Data	.	3.2.3	Black	Swans	and	Bayesian	Methodology	.	The	first	argument	will	be	the	name	of	the	function	(here	BMI4),	the	second	one	will	be	the	object	name	(here	a	person4),	and	then	the	code	of	the	function.	For	example,	there	is	generally	a	need	for	the	joint	development	of	the	paid
and	incurred	losses;	Quarg	&	Mack	(2004).	4.2.1	Inference	in	the	Logistic	Model	.	220	Use	of	Polygon()	from	library	sp	to	visualize	areas	and	regions.	1.2.2.2	Matrices	and	Arrays	.	11.2	13.2	13.3	13.4	13.5	13.6	13.7	13.8	14.1	14.9	Poisson	regression	of	the	annualized	frequency	on	the	age	of	the	driver,	with	a	linear	model,	and	when	the	age	of	the
driver	is	a	categorical	variable.	10.4.1	Parametric	Adjustment	.	b	(p)	s	from	a	Tweedie	regression,	as	a	function	of	p.	16.4.4	Bootstrap	Chain-Ladder	.	13.5.3	Robust	Mean–Variance	Portfolio	.	For	permission	to	photocopy	or	use	material	electronically	from	this	work,	please	access	www.copyright.com	(http://	www.copyright.com/)	or	contact	the
Copyright	Clearance	Center,	Inc.	11.2.1	Introduction	.	It	is	always	possible	to	convert	names	using	>	x	x	[1]	"A"	"A"	"B"	"B"	"C"	It	is	also	possible	to	use	the	letters	object	for	lower-case	letters	of	the	Roman	alphabet,	or	LETTERS	for	upper-case	letters,	>	x	x	[1]	"A"	"A"	"B"	"B"	"C"	One	can	transform	those	letters	for	factors,	or	levels	of	some	qualitative
categorical	variable,	>	x	x	[1]	A	A	B	B	C	Levels:	A	B	C	Factors	are	labelled	observations	with	a	predefined	set	of	labels:	>	unclass(x)	[1]	1	1	2	2	3	attr(,"levels")	[1]	"A"	"B"	"C"	As	we	can	see	from	this	example,	a	factor	is	stored	in	R	as	a	set	of	codes,	taking	values	in	{1,	2,	.	4.2.5	Smoothing	Continuous	Covariates	.	But	first,	it	is	necessary	to	define	the
method	BMI4	using	the	setGeneric	function	>	setGeneric("BMI4",function(object,separator)	return(standardGeneric("BMI")))	[1]	"BMI4"	>	setMethod("BMI4",	"person4",	function(object){return([email	protected]*1e4/[email	protected]^2)})	[1]	"BMI4"	Then,	we	can	use	this	function	on	all	individuals	we	have,	>	BMI4(JohnDoe)	[1]	22.94409	As
mentioned	previously,	VGAM	objects	are	in	the	S4	class.	As	mentioned	in	Lumley	(2004),	“as	a	price	for	this	additional	clarity,	the	S4	system	takes	a	little	more	planning.”	To	create	an	object,	use	>	setClass("person4",	representation(name="character",	+	age="numeric",	weight="numeric",	height="numeric"))	[1]	"person4"	To	create	a	person,	use
the	new	function,	for	example,	10	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	>	JohnDoe	JohnDoe	An	object	of	class	"person"	Slot	"name":	[1]	"John"	Slot	"age":	[1]	28	Slot	"weight":	[1]	76	Slot	"height":	[1]	182	Attributes	of	those	objects	are	obtained	using	the	@	symbol	(and	no	longer	the	$)	>	[email	protected]	[1]	28	Then,	it	is	possible	to	define
functions	on	those	objects,	for	example,	to	compute	the	BMI.	1.3.2.1	Control	Flow:	Looping,	Repeating	and	Conditioning	1.3.2.2	Writing	Personal	Functions	.	6.2.2	Exceedances	above	a	Threshold	6.2.3	Point	Process	.	4.4.2	Criteria	and	Impurity	.	We	suggest	starting	with	an	empty	workspace	to	ensure	that	no	lurking	objects	can	affect	code	execution.
15.2.5	Prediction	.	Preface	xix	Visualization	is	extremely	important,	and	simple	R	code	can	help	to	plot	(almost)	anything.	But	it	might	be	a	bad	idea.	Average	cost	of	a	claim,	as	a	function	of	the	age	of	the	driver,	s	=10,000.	Not	only	are	vectors	and	matrices	objects	that	can	be	passed	to	and	returned	by	functions,	but	functions	themselves	are	also
objects,	even	function	calls.	15.1.4	Structure	of	the	Chapter	.	Residual	plot	of	the	log-incremental	model	fit3.	16.6	Discussion	.	Observed	(1950–2010)	and	forecast(2011–2030)	male	and	female	period	life	expectancy	using	the	product-ratio	method	with	functional	data	models,	United	States.	6.2.1	Block	Maxima	.	Reinsurance	Pricing	.	Using	plot	of	a
distr	object	for	a	discrete	distribution.	Weights	of	the	MV	portfolio	with	the	classical	and	robust	covariance	estimator.	2.1.4	S3	versus	S4	Types	for	Distribution	.	Th´erond	will	recall	techniques	used	in	survival	analysis	when	dealing	with	censored	data	(with	partial	information).	We	will	see	how	to	manipulate	standard	objects,	how	to	write	a	function,
how	to	import	a	dataset,	how	to	deal	with	dates,	how	to	plot	graphs,	etc.	E	[R	−	R]	φb	·	µ	bi,j	ø	+	µ	ar(b	η)	·	µ	(16.22)	(16.23)	i+j>n+1	With	this	preparation	done	we	can	carry	out	the	regression,	assuming	a	quasi-Poisson	distribution:	>	summary(odpreg	|t|)	(Intercept)	8.2573	0.0494	166.99	<	2e-16	originf2008	0.0316	0.0587	0.54	0.59861	originf2009
0.1004	0.0588	1.71	0.10819	originf2010	0.0347	0.0616	0.56	0.58185	originf2011	0.0897	0.0635	1.41	0.17850	originf2012	0.2813	0.0654	4.30	0.00063	originf2013	0.4883	0.0767	6.37	1.3e-05	devf2	-0.1174	0.0425	-2.76	0.01452	devf3	-0.6283	0.0544	-11.55	7.2e-09	devf4	-1.0317	0.0696	-14.82	2.3e-10	devf5	-1.3134	0.0888	-14.80	2.4e-10	devf6	-1.8630
0.1390	-13.40	9.4e-10	devf7	-2.4283	0.2569	-9.45	1.0e-07	--Signif.	Regions	obtained	at	the	first	splitting	point	and	possible	regions	obtained	after	the	second	splitting.	1.2.2.3	Lists	Finally,	note	that	it	is	possible	to	store	a	variety	of	objects	into	a	single	one	using	a	list	object.	(2008))	can	be	used:	∞	X	∗n	F	(s)	=	FX	(x)	·	P(N	=	n).	Tails	of	the	distribution
of	the	total	claim	(loss	+	ALAE).	5.7.3	Moran’s	I	Index	.	>	find("x")	[1]	".GlobalEnv"	The	workspace	is	just	an	environment	in	R	(a	mapping	between	names,	and	values).	Map	of	lung	cancer	mortality	among	white	males	between	2006	and	2010	in	the	continental	United	States,	by	counties.	Recall	that	in	R,	output	from	a	generalised	linear	model	is
obtained	using	iterated	least	squares	in	a	standard	linear	regression	on	log(Y),	if	the	link	function	is	logarithmic.	11.3.2	Standard	GARCH(1,1)	Model	.	ROC	curve	from	a	probit	model	on	the	age	and	the	duration	of	the	loan,	using	our	own	codes,	ROCR,	verification	and	pROC	packages.	For	instance,	consider	two	financial	indices:	>	>	>	>	>	>	>
library(tseries)	SP500	(allcores	library(doMC)	>	registerDoMC()	64	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	where	register	determines	the	number	of	cores	to	use.	3.2.4	Bayesian	Models	in	Portfolio	Management	and	Finance	3.2.5	Relation	to	B¨	uhlmann	Credibility	.	With	thousands	of	packages,	inevitably,	functions	with	similar	names	can	be	loaded.
Probability	of	having	a	standard	claim,	given	that	a	claim	occurred,	as	a	function	of	the	age	of	the	driver.	7.2	Financial	Mathematics	Review	.	The	scope	of	the	series	is	wide,	covering	three	main	threads:	•)>>	Applications	of	R	to	specific	disciplines	such	as	biology,	epidemiology,	genetics,	engineering,	finance,	and	the	social	sciences.	As	claimed	by
computational	scientists,	computational	actuarial	science	might	simply	refer	to	modern	actuarial	science	methods.	Guirreri	Portfolio	Allocation	Yohan	Chalabi	and	Diethelm	Würtz	Non-Life	Insurance	General	Insurance	Pricing	Jean-Philippe	Boucher	and	Arthur	Charpentier	Longitudinal	Data	and	Experience	Rating	Katrien	Antonio,	Peng	Shi,	and	Frank
van	Berkum	Claims	Reserving	and	IBNR	Markus	Gesmann	Bibliography	Index	R	Command	Index	Loading	PreviewSorry,	preview	is	currently	unavailable.	346	9.2	Notation,	Data,	and	Assumption	.	Quantifying	Uncertainty	in	GLMs	We	continue	our	analysis	with	an	over-dispersion	Poisson	model.	This	can	be	done	using	either	for()	or	while().	14.3.1
NB1	Variance	Form:	Negative	Binomial	Type	I	.	2.6.4	Properties	and	Extreme	Copulas	.	1.3.4	Dealing	with	Errors	.	378	9.5.5	Completion	of	the	Tables	.	6.4.1	Quantile	Quantile	Plot	.	3.4	Bayesian	Regression	.	Traceplots	with	posterior	mean	and	standard	deviation	of	the	loss	ratio.	12.3	Nelson–Siegel	Model	.	See	Zhang	&	Gentleman	(2004)	for
interactive	exploration	of	R	packages.	16.3.1	Chain-Ladder	Algorithm	.	14.1.1	Collective	Model	in	General	Insurance	.	239	Neighborhood	structure	based	on	the	three	nearest	neighbors	of	each	area.	The	focus	in	the	book	is	on	implementation	rather	than	theory,	and	we	hope	to	help	the	reader	understand	the	concepts	without	being	burdened	by	the
theory.	4.1.2	Description	of	the	Data	.	Cumulative	claims	developments	by	origin	year	using	the	lattice	package.	We	assume	that	the	reader	is	either	learning	or	is	familiar	with	actuarial	science.	14.4.1	Negative	Binomial	Regression	.	2.4.3	Inference	in	a	Linear	Model	.	In	order	to	run	the	latest	version,	it	might	be	a	good	thing	to	run,	frequently,	the
following	line	>	update.packages()	The	update	should	be	run	before	loading	packages,	and	one	should	keep	in	mind	that	updates	might	be	possible	only	on	the	latest	version	of	R	(see	Ripley	(2005)	for	a	discussion).	358	9.4.2	Second	Level:	Regularity	of	the	Fit	.	Th´	erond	Universit´e	de	Lyon	1	Lyon,	France	xxiii	xxiv	Leonie	Tickle	Macquarie
University	Sydney,	Australia	Julien	Tomas	Universit´e	de	Lyon	1	Lyon,	France	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	St´	ephane	Tuff´	ery	Ecole	Nationale	de	la	Statistique	et	de	l’Analyse	de	l’Information	(ENSAI)	&	Universit´e	de	Rennes	1	Rennes,	France	Diethelm	W¨	urtz	ETH	Z¨	urich	Z¨	urich,	Switzerland	List	of	Figures	1.1	1.2	1.3	1.4	1.5	1.6	1.7
1.8	2.1	2.2	2.3	2.4	2.5	2.6	2.7	2.8	2.9	2.10	2.11	2.12	2.13	2.14	2.15	2.16	2.17	2.18	2.19	2.20	2.21	Three	quasi-Monte	Carlo	generators,	halson,	sobol,	and	torus	and	one	random	generator,	runif.	1.2.3	Reading	csv	or	txt	Files	.	1.3.2.1	Control	Flow:	Looping,	Repeating	and	Conditioning	.	The	top-right	panel	presents	the	claims	developments	to	ultimate
for	each	origin	year.	12.2.1	Description	of	the	Datasets	.	It	is	also	possible	to	define	functions	within	functions.	15.3.2.1	Bonus–Malus	Scales	.	232	Visualizing	shape	maps	with	RgoogleMaps	package.	Standard	statistical	functions	are	already	defined	in	R,	such	as	sum(),	mean(),	var()	or	sd().	1.2.5.3	Dates	in	R	.	R	1.4.4	Integrating	R	in	Excel
...............................................	1.3.5	Efficient	Functions	.	Process	of	validation.	16.4.3	Poisson	Regression	Model	for	Incremental	Claims	Hachemeister	&	Stanard	(1975),	Kremer	(1982)	and	finally	Mack	(1991)	examined	the	validity	of	treating	incremental	paid	claims	as	Poisson	distributed	random	variables,	noting	that	the	model	gives	the	same
forecast	as	the	volume	weighted	chain-ladder	method.	>	x	for(i	in	1:10){	x	x	[1]	0.8414710	0.9092974	0.9092974	0.9092974	0.9092974	[6]	0.9092974	0.9092974	0.9893582	0.9893582	0.9893582	We	have	seen	function	c(),	used	to	concatenate	series	of	elements	(having	the	same	type),	but	one	can	also	use	seq()	to	generate	a	sequence	of	elements
evenly	spaced:	>	seq(from=0,	to=1,	by=.1)	[1]	0.0	0.1	0.2	0.3	0.4	0.5	0.6	0.7	0.8	0.9	1.0	>	seq(5,2,-1)	[1]	5	4	3	2	>	seq(5,2,length=9)	[1]	5.000	4.625	4.250	3.875	3.500	3.125	2.750	2.375	2.000	or	rep(),	which	replicates	elements	>	rep(c(1,2,6),3)	[1]	1	2	6	1	2	6	1	2	6	>	rep(c(1,2,6),each=3)	[1]	1	1	1	2	2	2	6	6	6	It	is	important	to	keep	in	mind	that	R	is
case	sensitive,	so	x	is	not	the	same	as	X.	27	46	2.1	Continuous	distributions	in	R.	191	193	193	196	201	202	203	204	207	.	1.3.7.3	Graphs	That	Can	Be	Obtained	from	Standard	Functions	It	is	possible	to	use	graphical	functions	in	R	that	extract	information	from	complex	objects	such	as	the	ones	obtained	from	a	regression	model:	>	data(StormMax)	>
StormMaxBasin	1977))	>	attach(StormMaxBasin)	Note	here	the	use	of	function	subset().	12.3.1	Estimating	the	Nelson–Siegel	Model	with	R	.	Renshaw	&	Verrall	(1998)	presented	the	technique	in	the	context	of	generalized	linear	models.	The	recycling	rule	is	implicit	when	we	use	expression	x+2,	where	2	does	not	have	the	size	of	x.	127	.	377	9.5.3
Execution	of	the	Methods	.	14.2	Claims	Frequency	and	Log-Poisson	Regression	.	However,	the	dispersion	parameter	is	21.6	and	the	errors	changed	as	well.	The	second	column	in	the	output	above	gives	us	immediate	access	to	the	standard	errors.	Importing	and	Creating	Various	Objects,	and	Datasets	in	R	.	1.1	R	for	Actuarial	Science?	429	432	432
434	436	440	444	444	447	.	358	9.4.1	First	Level:	Proximity	between	the	Observations	and	the	Model	.	For	more	complex	objects,	it	is	possible	to	use	cat()	>	cat(object,file="namefile.txt",	append=FALSE)	26	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	where	append	means	that	we	can	either	add	the	object	to	the	existing	file	(if	append=TRUE)	or
overwrite	the	file	(if	append=FALSE).	3.4.1	Linear	Model	from	a	Bayesian	Perspective	.	5.1.5	Focus	of	This	Chapter	.	Hyndman	Monash	University	Melbourne,	Australia	Heather	Booth	Australian	National	University	Canberra,	Australia	Rob	Kaas	Universiteit	van	Amsterdam	Amsterdam,	Netherlands	Jean-Philippe	Boucher	Universit´e	du	Qu´ebec	`	a
Montr´eal	Montr´eal,	Qu´ebec,	Canada	Fr´	ed´	eric	Planchet	Universit´e	de	Lyon	1	Lyon,	France	Yohan	Chalabi	ETH	Z¨	urich	Z¨	urich,	Switzerland	Arthur	Charpentier	Universit´e	du	Qu´ebec	`	a	Montr´eal	Montr´eal,	Qu´ebec,	Canada	Marcelo	Azevedo	Costa	Universidade	Federal	de	Minas	Gerais	Belo	Horizonte,	Brazil	Marcos	Oliveira	Prates
Universidade	Federal	de	Minas	Gerais	Belo	Horizonte,	Brazil	Mathieu	Ribatet	Universit´e	de	Montpellier	2	Montpellier,	France	Peng	Shi	University	of	Wisconsin	-	Madison	Madison,	Wisconsin,	USA	Christophe	Dutang	Universit´e	de	Strasbourg	&	Universit´e	du	Maine	Le	Mans,	France	Lu´ıs	Gustavo	Silva	e	Silva	Universidade	Federal	de	Minas	Gerais
Belo	Horizonte,	Brazil	Benedict	Escoto	Aon	Benfield	Chicago,	Illinois,	USA	Giorgio	Spedicato	UnipolSai	Assicurazioni	Bologna,	Italy	Markus	Gesmann	ChainLadder	Project	London,	United	Kingdom	Pierre-E.	Users	would	spend	much	more	time	computing	on	S	objects	than	they	did	in	getting	them	into	or	out	of	S.”	In	the	statistical	literature,	new
methods	are	often	accompanied	by	implementation	in	R,	so	that	R	became	a	sort	of	lingua	franca	in	the	statistical	community	(including	connected	areas,	from	social	science	to	finance,	and	actuarial	science).	Regression	parameters	and	fits	obtained	after	the	completion	for	the	year	2007	with	method	1.	2.5.4	Ruin	Models	.	of	11	variables:	$	Yr	:	int
1899	1899	1899	1899	1899	1899	1899	1899	1899	1899	...	350	9.3.3	Method	3:	Poisson	GLM	Including	Interactions	with	Age	and	Calendar	Year	.	5	Spatial	Analysis	Renato	Assunc¸a	˜o,	Marcelo	Azevedo	Costa,	Marcos	Oliveira	Prates,	and	Lu´ıs	Gustavo	Silva	e	Silva	5.1	Introduction	.	10.3.2	Kaplan–Meier	Estimator	of	the	Survival	Function	.	The
bottom	row	shows	a	breakdown	by	origin	year.	Estimation	for	models	with	serial	correlation.	>	library(VGAM)	>	reg4	[email	protected]	(Intercept)	speed	-17.579095	3.932409	>	coefficients(reg4)	(Intercept)	speed	-17.579095	3.932409	For	those	two	examples,	we	can	see	that	S3	and	S4	classes	are	rather	similar,	and	actually,	both	classes	coexist	(so
far	peacefully)	in	R.	368	9.4.3	Third	Level:	Consistency	and	Plausibility	of	the	Mortality	Trends	.	Consider	the	problem	of	longitudinal	mixed	models	(developed	in	Chapter	15).	The	system	was	perfect.	15.2.4	Models	with	Random	Effects	.	Now	we	can	compute	all	the	components	of	the	mean	squared	error:	>	>	>	>	>	>	>	mu.hat	2013)	phi
shapiro.test(fit2$residuals)	Shapiro-Wilk	normality	test	data:	fit2$residuals	W	=	0.9654,	p-value	=	0.4638	To	investigate	the	residuals	further,	we	shall	plot	them	against	the	fitted	values	and	the	three	trend	directions.	Another	benefit	of	multivariate	loss	reserving	is	that	structural	relationships	between	triangles	can	also	be	reflected,	where	the
development	of	one	triangle	depends	on	past	losses	from	other	triangles.	In	order	to	have	a	fixed	split,	consider	>	cut(U,breaks=c(0,.3,.8,1),labels=c("small","medium","large"))	[1]	small	medium	medium	large	small	large	large	medium	medium	small	[12]	small	medium	medium	medium	medium	medium	large	medium	medium	Levels:	small	medium
large	small	To	get	the	frequency	for	each	factor,	we	use	table():	>	table(cut(U,breaks=c(0,.3,.8,1),labels=c("small","medium","large")))	small	medium	5	11	large	4	To	generate	vectors	of	factors,	it	is	possible	to	use	function	gl():	>	gl(2,	4,	labels	=	c("In",	"Out"))	[1]	In	In	In	In	Out	Out	Out	Out	Levels:	In	Out	Introduction	1.2.5.3	31	Dates	in	R	Among
simple	functions	to	create	dates	are	the	strptime()	and	as.Date()	functions,	used	to	convert	character	chains	into	dates.	6.3.2.3	Point	Process	.	8.3.5	Robust	Hyndman–Ullah	(HUrob)	Method	.	16.3.2	Tail	Factors	.	Fitted	probabilities	of	death	against	the	observations	in	original	and	log	scale,	male	population.	Finally,	observe	that	packages	are	regularly
updated.	14.6.2	More	General	Model	.	There	was	no	one	but	him	to	estimate	the	premium	to	charge	the	insured,	and	to	value	commitments	of	the	insurer.	Crude	and	smoothed	rates	(Whittaker–Henderson).	Multivariate	Chain-Ladder	Models	The	Mack	chain-ladder	technique	can	be	generalized	to	the	multivariate	setting	where	multiple	reserving
triangles	are	modelled	and	developed	simultaneously.	1.2.3	Reading	csv	or	txt	Files	Sometimes	we	do	not	want	to	create	objects	that	we	might	be	using,	but	we	wish	to	import	them.	1.4.2	Parallel	R	.	From	a	probabilistic	perspective,	we	have	to	calculate,	for	all	s	∈	R,	F	(s)	=	P(S	≤	s),	where	S	=	N	X	Xi	.	14.2.4	Contingency	Tables	and	Minimal	Bias
Techniques	.	Evolution	of	β	15.1	15.2	Multiple	time	series	plot	of	average	claims.	Error	z	value	Pr(>|z|)	(Intercept)	8.25725	0.01064	776.17	<	2e-16	originf2008	0.03156	0.01263	2.50	0.0124	originf2009	0.10042	0.01265	7.94	2.0e-15	originf2010	0.03468	0.01326	2.62	0.0089	originf2011	0.08966	0.01367	6.56	5.4e-11	originf2012	0.28129	0.01408
19.98	<	2e-16	originf2013	0.48835	0.01650	29.59	<	2e-16	devf2	-0.11739	0.00914	-12.84	<	2e-16	devf3	-0.62832	0.01170	-53.70	<	2e-16	devf4	-1.03172	0.01498	-68.89	<	2e-16	devf5	-1.31341	0.01910	-68.78	<	2e-16	devf6	-1.86298	0.02991	-62.29	<	2e-16	devf7	-2.42831	0.05527	-43.94	<	2e-16	--Signif.	Comparison	of	three	discretization	methods	(a
paralogistic	distribution).	5.6.1	Mapping	a	Variable	.	Thérond	Finance	Stock	Prices	and	Time	Series	Yohan	Chalabi	and	Diethelm	Würtz	Yield	Curves	and	Interest	Rates	Models	Sergio	S.	Partitions	obtained	from	classification	tree,	on	sub-samples	of	the	dataset.	Our	workspace	is	one	of	the	several	locations	where	R	can	find	objects.	1.2.5.1	Strings	and
Characters	.	Evolution	of	t	7→	t	Vx	for	a	temporary	life	insurance	over	n	=	30	years.	For	instance,	>	reg	model.matrix(reg)[45:50,]	(Intercept)	X1B	X1C	X1D	X1A:X22	X1B:X22	X1C:X22	X1D:X22	X1A:X23	X1B:X23	X1C:X23	X1D:X23	45	1	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	46	1	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	47	1	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	48	1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	49	1	0	1	0	0	0	1	0
0	0	0	0	50	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	where	variable	X1	is	here	(without	the	first	level	because	the	constant	is	included	here),	as	well	as	cross	interactions	of	{A,	B,	C,	D}	×	{2,	3}.	Fitting	period	=	1950–2010;	forecasting	horizon	=	20	years.	Histogram	and	empirical	cumulative	distribution	function	from	a	N	(0,	1)	sample.	This	platform	independence	and
the	open-source	philosophy	make	R	an	ideal	environment	for	reproducible	research.	For	instance,	it	is	possible	to	sort	a	database	according	to	some	variable.	15.2.2	Fixed	Effects	Models	.	14.1.3	Dataset	.	12.4.1	Estimating	the	Svensson	Model	with	R	.	Ratio	between	the	cohorts	life	expectancies	and	the	fitted	probabilities	of	death	of	the	two	genders
obtained	with	method	1.	A	nice	blog	aggregator	is	r-bloggers	where	almost	500	bloggers	contribute,	see	.	Classification	and	Regression	Trees	4.4.1	Partitioning	.	The	value	NA	represents	a	missing	value.	This	goes	as	follows:	>	f	alpha	beta	F	n	X	print(X[1:5])	[1]	75.51818	118.16428	14.57067	13.97953	43.60686	To	go	further,	R	is	an	Object-Oriented
Programming	language.	14.5.4	Inverse	Gaussian	Model	.	Model	checking	for	the	fitted	generalized	Pareto	distribution	to	the	Danish	claim	dataset.	Then	statistical	computing	and	computational	methods	in	actuarial	science	intensified	in	the	1960s	and	the	1970s,	with	the	work	of	Wilkinson	(1963)	on	rounding	errors	and	numerical	approximations,	and
Hemmerle	(1967)	on	computational	statistics.	(2008).	The	best	way	to	learn	computational	actuarial	science	is	to	do	computational	actuarial	science.	codes:	0	***	0.001	**	0.01	*	0.05	.	In	R,	the	preferred	assignment	operator	(by	the	user	community)	is	the	arrow	made	from	two	characters	T	r	(1+r)^(+	T)	#	1$	in	T	years	[1]	0.6139133	R	computations
will	follow	the	[1]	symbol.	It	is	constantly	growing,	with	new	versions	of	the	core	software	released	regularly	and	more	than	5,000	packages	available.	Published	Titles	Event	History	Analysis	with	R,	Göran	Broström	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R,	Arthur	Charpentier	Statistical	Computing	in	C++	and	R,	Randall	L.	Admissible	values	for	the
quantile	function	of	the	sum	of	two	N	(0,	1)	random	variables,	with,	on	the	right,	the	restriction	when	X	and	Y	are	positively	dependent.	But	let	us	start	with	a	short	paragraph	about	some	interesting	commands,	related	to	control	flow,	and	then	try	to	code	our	own	functions.	1.1.5	S3	versus	S4	Classes	.	——	Life	Insurance	and	Mortality	with	R	——
Chapters	7	to	10	discuss	the	computational	aspects	of	life	insurance.	Prior	and	posterior	distribution	of	a	loss	ratio.	5.6.4	Generating	KML	Files	.	If	we	wish	to	plot	x	7→	f	(x),	we	need	to	compute	f	for	a	sequence	of	x	values.	Life	Insurance	7	Life	Contingencies	Giorgio	Spedicato	7.1	Introduction	.	11.3.3	Forecasting	Heteroskedastic	Model	11.3.4	More
Efficient	Implementation	.	>	stored	stored	$submatrix	[,1]	[,2]	[,3]	[1,]	0.8298559	0.3947363	0.1446575	[2,]	0.9771057	0.3233137	0.9415277	$sequenceu	[1]	0.2948071	[7]	0.4496317	[13]	0.3947363	[19]	0.4466402	[[3]]	A	B	-1	0	0.2692372	0.4756646	0.4196496	0.5012345	0.6599705	0.6041229	0.8298559	0.9771057	0.2093930	0.2677681	0.3233137
0.5937027	0.6698777	0.1446575	0.9415277	0.8573008	C	2	Names	of	the	list	elements	can	be	obtained	using	the	names()	function	>	names(stored)	[1]	"submatrix"	"sequenceu"	""	The	various	list	elements	can	be	called	using	the	$	character,	when	objects	have	names:	stored$sequenceu	is	the	vector	stored	in	the	list.	As	mentioned	in	Kaas	et	al.	Use	of
SpatialPoints	to	visualize	traffic	accidents	that	occurred	in	February	2011,	in	Belo	Horizonte,	a	Brazilian	city.	Checking	the	goodness	of	fit	of	the	generalized	Pareto	distribution	to	the	Danish	claim	dataset	using	return	level	plots.	Values	of	the	AIC	criterion	for	various	polynomial	degrees,	male	population	and	female	population.	The	advantage	of	the
multivariate	modelling	is	that	correlations	among	different	triangles	can	be	modelled,	which	will	lead	to	more	accurate	uncertainty	assessments.	Efficient	techniques	will	be	mentioned	in	this	chapter,	and	to	illustrate	efficiency,	instead	of	using	flop	counting	(we	might	refer	to	Knuth	(1973),	Press	et	al.	7.8.1	Financial	Mathematics	.	1.3.2.1	Control
Flow:	Looping,	Repeating	and	Conditioning	Computers	are	great	to	repeat	the	same	task	a	lot	of	times.	A	long	time	ago,	before	becoming	the	CEO	of	AXA,	Claude	B´eb´ear	published	an	article	on	clarity	and	truth	on	the	accounts	of	a	life-insurance	company,	starting	with	a	short	Persian	tale:	Once	upon	a	time,	there	was	a	very	clever,	prominent	and
respected	life	insurer.	6.2	Univariate	Extremes	.	We	can	use	the	Vectorize()	function	to	do	so:	>	Vectorize(f)(u)	[1]	0.4865593	0.7766387	1.2533141	1.9042712	2.6794169	It	is	also	possible	to	define	new	binary	operators,	surrounded	by	percent	signs.	Then,	in	Chapter	4,	Arthur	Charpentier	and	St´ephane	Tuff´ery	will	give	an	overview	of	credit
scoring	and	statistical	learning.	Consider	the	popular	towers	of	Hanoi	example	(see	Section	1.1	in	Graham	et	al.	With	the	apply()	command,	it	is	possible	to	use	more	complex	functions	that	return	not	a	numeric	value,	but	a	vector.	1.2.5	Characters,	Factors	and	Dates	with	R	.	Consider	two	distributions	X1	and	X2:	>	X1	X2	S	plot(S)	If	we	look	at	the
titles	on	Figure	2.7,	we	can	see	that	S	is	recognized	as	a	Gaussian	distribution	(the	sum	of	two	independent	Gaussian	distributions	being	also	a	Gaussian	distribution).	Parameter	stability	plot.	Consider	>	set.seed(123)	>	df	df	x1	x2	x3	1	-0.56047565	2	1.2805549	2	-0.23017749	1	-1.7272706	3	1.55870831	2	1.6901844	4	0.07050839	2	0.5038124	5
0.12928774	1	2.5283366	If	we	want	to	sort	according	to	x2	(increasing),	and	x1	(decreasing),	use	>	df[	order(df$x2,	-df$x1),	]	x1	x2	x3	5	0.12928774	1	2.5283366	2	-0.23017749	1	-1.7272706	3	1.55870831	2	1.6901844	4	0.07050839	2	0.5038124	1	-0.56047565	2	1.2805549	Let	us	get	back	to	our	previous	example:	observe	that	the	read.table	function
automatically	converts	character	variables	to	factors,	in	the	dataframe.	1.3.7.5	3D	Graphs	.	10.4.3.1	Application	.	Ruin	probability	as	a	function	of	the	initial	surplus	of	the	company,	u.	The	code	above	is	(strictly)	equivalent	to	>	reg	model.matrix(reg)[45:50,]	(Intercept)	X1B	X1C	X1D	X22	X23	X1B:X22	X1C:X22	X1D:X22	X1B:X23	X1C:X23	X1D:X23	45
1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	46	1	0	1	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	47	1	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	1	0	0	48	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	49	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	50	1	0	0	0	0	1	0	0	0	0	0	0	It	is	a	model	with	1	+	(4	−	1)	+	(3	−	1)	+	(4	−	1)	×	(3	−	1)	=	12	explanatory	variables.	4.2.2	Logistic	Regression	on	Categorical	Variates	4.2.3	Step-by-Step	Variable	Selection	.	Representation	of	the
density	of	a	bivariate	Gaussian	random	vector.	Consider	the	following	hierarchical	model	Yi	=	β1	Xi	+	γ0	+	γ1	Zj[i]	+	uj[i]	+εi	,	|	{z	}	random	component	αj[i]	8	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	where	individual	i	belongs	to	a	group	(company,	region,	car	type,	etc.)	j.	For	instance	in	function	f,	parameter	x	appears	as	a	lower	bound	in	an
integral.	Locations	of	assaults	in	New	York	City,	geo-points.	Classification	tree	with	tree()	on	the	left	and	partition.tree()	on	the	right.	Two	sections	will	focus	on	important	applications:	regression	modeling	from	a	Bayesian	perspective	and	credibility	models.	232	Example	using	the	Google	Maps	API.	16.2	Development	Triangles	.	Observe	that	those
levels	are	sorted	using	an	alphabetic	ordering,	>	factor(rev(x))	[1]	C	B	B	A	A	Levels:	A	B	C	It	is	possible	to	change	those	labels	easily	(the	order	will	then	be	the	one	specified	with	the	labels	parameter):	>	x	x	[1]	Young	Young	Adult	Adult	Senior	Levels:	Young	Adult	Senior	If	the	variable	x	is	used	in	a	regression	context,	then	level	Young	will	be	the
reference	(as	the	first	level).	78	3.1	3.2	Objective	and	subjective	probabilities.	353	9.3.5	Completion	of	the	Tables:	The	Approach	of	Denuit	and	Goderniaux	356	9.4	Validation	.	14.6	Large	Claims	and	Ratemaking	.	1.4.5	Going	Further	.	(2006)	(discussing	the	importance	of	computational	economics):	Our	thesis	is	that	computational	economics	offers	a
way	to	improve	this	situation	and	to	bring	new	life	into	the	teaching	of	economics	in	colleges	and	universities	[...]	computational	economics	provides	an	opportunity	for	some	students	to	move	away	from	too	much	use	of	the	lecture-exam	paradigm	and	more	use	of	a	laboratorypaper	paradigm	in	teaching	undergraduate	economics.	250	Log	relative	risk
of	the	number	of	accidents	for	the	popular	and	luxury	vehicles	per	county.	But	probably	more	important,	I	do	not	expect	the	readers	to	believe—blindly—that	what	they	read	is	valid.	In	order	to	specify	another	reference	level,	one	should	use	>	relevel(x,"Senior")	[1]	Young	Young	Adult	Adult	Levels:	Senior	Young	Adult	Senior	From	that	vector	with
different	categories,	it	is	possible	to	create	dummy-coded	variables	(sometimes	called	contrasts)	that	represent	the	levels	of	the	factor,	30	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	>	model.matrix(~0+x)	xYoung	xAdult	xSenior	1	1	0	0	2	1	0	0	3	0	1	0	4	0	1	0	5	0	0	1	This	symbolic	notation	~0+x	will	be	discussed	in	Section	1.2.6.	Finally,	we	can	also
mention	that	levels	can	be	ordered,	>	x	x	[1]	Young	Young	Adult	Adult	Senior	Levels:	Young	<	Adult	<	Senior	(that	might	be	interesting	in	the	context	of	multinomial	ordered	regression).	It	is	also	possible	to	skip	some	early	lines	of	the	text	file	using	skip	and	to	specify	the	number	of	lines	to	be	read	using	nrow	(which	can	be	used	if	the	file	is	too	large
to	be	read	completely).	Amazon	River	in	South	America,	a	geo-line	object.	14.5	Individual	Claims,	Gamma,	Log-Normal,	and	Other	Regressions	14.5.1	Gamma	Regression	.	Diagram	of	statistical	processes.	But	other	functions	can	be	used,	for	instanced	gray.colors()	(from	the	grDevices	package)	can	be	used	to	generate	a	palette:	>	gray.colors(8)	[1]
"#4D4D4D"	"#737373"	"#8E8E8E"	"#A4A4A4"	[5]	"#B7B7B7"	"#C8C8C8"	"#D7D7D7"	"#E6E6E6"	For	other	palettes,	one	can	use	library	RColorBrewer,	:	>	brewer.pal(n=8,	"Greys")	[1]	"#FFFFFF"	"#F0F0F0"	"#D9D9D9"	"#BDBDBD"	[5]	"#969696"	"#737373"	"#525252"	"#252525"	Use	display.brewer.all()	to	visualize	a	lot	of	possible	palettes.
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3.1.3	Working	with	Subjective	Probabilities	in	Real	Life	.	In	Chapter	14,	Jean-Philippe	Boucher	and	Arthur	Charpentier	will	discuss	motor	insurance	pricing,	using	generalized	linear	models,	to	model	claims	frequency,	and	average	costs	of	motor	claims.	2.2	Parametric	Inference	.	Observe	also	that	there	are	no	pointers	in	R.	Emptying	the	workspace	is
easy	using	>	rm(list	=	ls())	Then	datasets	used	in	this	book	data	can	be	obtained	in	an	R	package	called	CASdatasets	that	accompanies	this	book.	301	309	315	8.1	8.2	8.3	8.4	Male	mortality	rates	for	single	years	of	age,	United	States	2003.	76	76	82	84	86	89	90	91	91	92	93	93	93	95	96	97	99	99	101	102	103	104	107	110	112	113	113	114	114	115	116
117	122	Contents	ix	3	Bayesian	Philosophy	Benedict	Escoto	and	Arthur	Charpentier	3.1	Introduction	.	2.6.6	Application	and	Copula	Selection	.	1.3.3	Playing	with	Functions	(in	a	Life	Insurance	Context)	.	1.2.2.1	Vectors	in	R	.	If	the	VGAM	package	is	loaded,	and	we	need	to	run	function	coef()	from	library	stats4,	it	is	either	possible	to	unload	it,	using	>
detach(package:VGAM,	unload=TRUE)	or	to	call	the	function	using	stats4::coef.	14.1.2	Pure	Premium	in	a	Heterogenous	Context	.	Mean	excess	plot	for	the	Danish	claim	dataset.	Hyndman,	and	Leonie	Tickle	8.1	Introduction	.	In	actuarial	science,	most	quantities	are	either	vectors	or	matrices.	15.1.3	From	Panel	to	Multilevel	Data	.	15.3.1	Specifying
Generalized	Linear	Models	with	Random	Effects	.	1.3.2	From	Control	Flow	to	“Personal”	Functions	.	Observed	statistics,	female	population.	In	Chapter	2,	Christophe	Dutang	will	discuss	standard	inference,	with	a	description	of	univariate	loss	distribution,	parametric	inference,	and	goodness	of	fit.	Residual	plots	of	the	log-incremental	model	fit2
against	fitted	values	and	the	three	trend	directions.	In	R,	the	smallest	positive	floating-point	number,	,	such	that	(1	+	)	6=	1	is	>	print(eps	1+eps==1	[1]	FALSE	It	does	not	mean	that	R	cannot	deal	with	smaller	numbers,	only	that	==	cannot	be	used.	Missing	values	are	either	an	empty	section,	or	defined	using	a	specific	notations,	for	example,	-9999
or	?.	And	finally,	in	Chapter	16,	Markus	Gesmann	will	show	how	to	use	R	for	IBNR	computations	and	loss	reserving.	6.3	Inference	.	But	the	specification	is	different	for	Windows	users	and	Mac-Linux	users	(see	Ripley	(2001)).	What	if	mere	commoners	got	their	hands	on	this	science,	insinuating	that	there	was	nothing	admirable	about	it	and	in	so
doing,	destroying	his	reputation	he	had	so	patiently	built?	1.1.2	The	S	Language	and	the	R	Environment	.	16.5.2	One-Year	Reserve	Risk	.	It	might	help	to	read	the	code,	>	(1	+	r)^(	-T	)	[1]	0.6139133	and	it	will	not	affect	computations	(unless	we	split	operators	with	a	space;	for	instance,	-2	^	.5	It	is	also	possible	to	use	a	;	to	type	two	commands	on	the
same	line.	He	had	to	act	swiftly	to	protect	himself.	Sample	path	of	a	compound	Poisson	process	on	the	left,	and	a	Brownian	motion	on	the	right.	Evolution	of	the	sum	of	squares,	when	the	population	is	split	into	two	groups,	either	ages,	or	durations.	Hastings–Metropolis	in	a	logistic	regression,	sequences	of	βk	s	and	their	density.	12	Yield	Curves	and
Interest	Rates	Models	Sergio	S.	Trademark	Notice:	Product	or	corporate	names	may	be	trademarks	or	registered	trademarks,	and	are	used	only	for	identification	and	explanation	without	intent	to	infringe.	1.3.7	Graphics	with	R:	A	Short	Introduction	.	Those	times	might	be	very	different	when	using	Monte	Carlo	simulations,	with	much	more	variability
(especially	when	rejection	techniques	are	used).	This	opens	the	door	for	more	creative	activity	on	the	part	of	the	students	by	giving	them	models	developed	by	previous	generations	and	challenging	them	to	modify	those	models.	Optimal	λ	using	cross	validation,	from	a	lasso	regression	(α	=	1).	$	split	:	int	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	...	The	interaction	plot	shows
the	developments	of	the	origin	years	on	a	logscale.	See	also	for	another	large	forum.	217	Use	of	polygon	to	visualize	areas	and	regions.	Crude	conditional	mortality	rates:	Kaplan–Meier	versus	Hoem.	3.2.1	A	Historical	Perspective	.	13.5.1	Introduction	.	Consider	the	cumulative	distribution	function	of	a	mixture	model	(discussed	in	Chapter	2),	denoted
F	=	p1	F1	+	p2	F2	.	2.6	Copulas	and	Multivariate	Distributions	.	Model	Checking	.	ROC	curve	from	a	logit	model,	using	forward	and	backward	stepwise	selection.	10.4	Regularization	Techniques	.	7.3	Working	with	Life	Tables	.	Exposure.	See	Genolini	(2008)	for	more	details,	especially	on	the	concept	of	inheritance	that	can	be	used	only	with	S4
classes,	Leisch	(2009)	on	R	packages	or	Lumley	(2004)	which	compares	ROC	curves	(defined	in	Chapter	4)	with	S3	and	S4	classes,	respectively.	Based	on	those	estimated	coefficients,	we	can	predict	the	incremental	claims	payments	bi,j	,	but	first	we	have	to	create	a	dataframe	that	holds	the	future	time	periods:	as	X	>	allClaims	allClaims	library(AER)
>	dispersiontest(preg)	Overdispersion	test	data:	preg	z	=	2.966,	p-value	=	0.001508	alternative	hypothesis:	true	dispersion	is	greater	than	1	sample	estimates:	dispersion	11.57	A	quasi-Poisson	model,	with	the	variance	proportional	to	the	mean,	should	be	more	reasonable.	3.1.2	Two	Kinds	of	Probability	.	As	explained	in	Becker	(1994):	“from	the
beginning,	S	was	designed	to	provide	a	complete	environment	for	data	analysis.	The	goal	of	the	book	is	to	provide	an	introduction	to	computational	aspects	of	actuarial	science,	so	we	will	focus	on	simple	codes.	2	2	4	6	6	8	11	11	12	13	13	17	21	22	26	27	27	29	31	33	34	35	37	37	38	43	44	45	49	52	52	53	55	1	2	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R
1.5	1.6	1.3.7.4	Adding	Shaded	Area	to	a	Graph	.	8.3	Lee–Carter	and	Related	Forecasting	Methods	.	The	effect	of	under-fitting	appears	to	be	particularly	pronounced	for	data	from	earlier	calendar	years,	where	fewer	data	are	available.	For	example,	the	generic	summary	>	summary	function	(object,	...)	UseMethod("summary")	The	latest	version,	S4,
allows	object-oriented	programming	with	S	(see	Chambers	&	Lang	(2001)).	Ending	an	R	Session	.	But	as	stated	in	Knuth	(1973),	“premature	optimization	is	the	root	of	all	evil	(or	at	least	most	of	it)	in	programming,”	so	we	will	first	describe	intuitive	(and	hopefully	easy	to	understand)	algorithms	before	introducing	more	efficient	ones.	16.7	Exercises	.
Observed	(1979–2010)	and	forecast	(2011–2030)	mortality	rates	using	the	BMS	method	for	U.S.	males.	1.3.2.2	Writing	Personal	Functions	.	Smoothed	male	mortality	rates	for	single	years	of	age,	United	States	2003.	It	can	be	seen	as	a	companion	to	standard	textbooks	on	actuarial	science.	3.1.1	A	Formal	Introduction	.	14.5.2	The	Log-Normal	Model	.
Transitions	in	the	(−1/top	scale)	BM	system.	10.5.1	Semiparametric	Framework:	Cox	Model	.	At	least	two	functions	can	be	used	to	estimate	the	model	above,	lme()	and	lmer().	7.7	Health	Insurance	and	Markov	Chains	7.7.1	Markov	Chain	with	R	.	128	128	129	129	130	130	131	132	136	137	138	140	141	141	143	144	146	149	152	152	152	154	156	157
159	159	160	162	163	165	.	Conjugate	priors	for	distributions	in	the	exponential	family.	But	sometimes	he	had	nagging	doubts:	was	his	science	really	valued?	The	ChainLadder	package	provides	implementation	of	multivariate	chain-ladder	models	via	the	functions	MunichChainLadder,	MultiChainLadder	and	MultiChainLadder2.	Plot	of
MackChainLadder	output.	Observed	(1950–2000)	and	forecast	(2011–2030)	mortality	rates	using	the	HU	method	for	U.S.	males.	Fitting	period	=	1933–2010;	forecasting	horizon	=	20	years.	Q–Q	plot	of	the	daily	logarithm	returns	of	the	U.S./U.K.	foreign	exchange	rate,	and	auto-correlation	plot	of	the	daily	logarithm	returns	of	the	U.S./U.K.	foreign
exchange	rate.	For	instance,	>	?quantile	will	display	a	help	page	for	the	quantile()	function,	with	details	on	the	input	values,	the	output,	the	algorithm,	and	some	examples.	This	book	is	intended	for	various	audiences:	students,	researchers,	and	actuaries.	Eubank	and	Ana	Kupresanin	Reproducible	Research	with	R	and	RStudio,	Christopher	Gandrud
Displaying	Time	Series,	Spatial,	and	Space-Time	Data	with	R,	Oscar	Perpiñán	Lamigueiro	Programming	Graphical	User	Interfaces	with	R,	Michael	F.	2.1.1	Continuous	Distributions	.	14.6.1	Model	with	Two	Kinds	of	Claims	.	To	illustrate	the	use	of	R	in	actuarial	science,	consider	the	following	(simulated)	sample,	with	200	claims	amounts	Introduction	3
>	set.seed(1)	>	X	print(X[1:5])	[1]	75.51818	118.16428	14.57067	13.97953	43.60686	From	now	on,	forget	how	we	generate	those	values,	and	just	keep	in	mind	that	we	have	a	sample,	and	let	us	use	statistical	techniques	to	estimate	the	distribution	of	the	Xi	’s.	This	function	will	return	either	TRUE	or	FALSE.	Hill	plot	of	economic	losses	on	U.S.
mainland	due	to	tropical	cyclones.	Introduction	1.2.5.2	29	Factors	and	Categorical	Variables	In	statistical	modeling,	characters	(or	character	sequences)	are	usually	used	as	factors.	535	535	536	539	543	.	1.2.6	Symbolic	Expressions	in	R	.	4.3	Penalized	Logistic	Regression:	From	Ridge	to	Lasso	4.3.1	Ridge	Model	.	2.2.1	Maximum	Likelihood	Estimation
.	8.3.4	Hyndman–Ullah	(HU)	Method	.	1.3.7.1	Basic	Ready-Made	Graphs	.	——	Actuarial	Finance	with	R	——	In	Chapters	11	to	13,	we	will	focus	on	finance	from	an	actuarial	perspective.	8.3.6	Weighted	Hyndman–Ullah	(HUw)	Method	.	208	208	208	209	209	210	210	213	214	216	219	219	221	223	223	225	228	229	230	231	235	236	239	239	241	242	243
250	255	257	.	Krider	Implementing	Reproducible	Research,	Victoria	Stodden,	Friedrich	Leisch,	and	Roger	D.	The	function	lm()	returns	an	object	of	class	lm	and	the	generic	call	is	>	fit	fit	set.seed(123)	>	df	tail(df)	Y	X1	X2	45	1.030	B	3	46	0.684	C	3	47	1.667	B	3	48	-0.557	B	2	49	0.950	C	2	50	-0.498	A	3	The	default	model,	with	a	regression	on	X1+X2
will	generate	the	following	matrix:	>	reg	model.matrix(reg)[45:50,]	(Intercept)	X1B	X1C	X1D	X22	X23	45	1	0	0	1	0	1	46	1	0	0	0	1	0	47	1	0	0	0	1	0	48	1	0	0	0	1	0	49	1	0	0	0	0	0	50	1	0	1	0	1	0	with	an	(Intercept)	vector,	and	then,	indicator	variables,	except	for	the	first	level,	namely	A	for	X1	and	1	for	X2.	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Chapman
&	Hall/CRC	The	R	Series	Series	Editors	John	M.	One	can	rename	those	two	pieces,	>	cut(U,breaks=2,labels=c("small","large"))	[1]	small	small	large	large	small	large	large	large	large	small	small	small	large	[14]	small	large	small	large	large	small	large	Levels:	small	large	The	cutoff	point	here	depends	on	the	range	of	the	initial	data.	129	135	4.1	4.2
Decision	and	errors	in	credit	scoring.	In	Chapter	12,	Sergio	S.	1	.	4.2	Logistic	Regression	.	Profile	likelihood	of	a	Tweedie	regression,	as	a	function	of	p.	3.7	Exercises	.	The	idea	is	to	use	different	layers	to	generate	a	complex	graph.	7.1	7.2	7.3	Last	survivor	and	joint	life	survival	probability,	when	x	=	65	and	y	=	60.	7.8.3	Pricing	Life	Insurance	.	3.1.4
Bayesianism	for	Actuaries	.	Scatterplot	of	the	loss	and	allocated	expenses	dataset,	including	histograms,	on	the	left,	with	a	graph	obtained	using	the	ggplot2	library.	2.5.1	Computation	of	the	Aggregate	Loss	Distribution	.	Then,	in	Chapter	5,	Renato	Assun¸c˜	ao,	Marcelo	Azevedo	Costa,	Marcos	Oliveira	Prates,	and	Lu´ıs	Gustavo	Silva	e	Silva	will
introduce	spatial	analysis,	with	an	application	to	car	accidents.	>	some.dates	some.dates	[1]	"2012-10-16	07:51:12"	"2012-11-19	23:17:12"	To	find	how	many	days	have	elapsed,	do	>	diff(some.dates)	Time	difference	of	34.68472	days	but	it	is	also	possible	to	use	the	dedicated	function	difftime	>	difftime(some.dates[2],some.dates[1],units	=	"hours")
Time	difference	of	832.4333	hours	Function	as.Date()	converts	character	chains	into	objects	of	class	Date	(representing	calendar	dates)	>	some.dates	some.dates	[1]	"2012-10-16"	"2012-11-19"	It	is	possible	to	use	the	seq()	function	to	create	date	sequences:	>	sequence.date	sequence.date	[1]	"2012-10-16"	"2012-10-23"	"2012-10-30"	"2012-11-06"
"2012-11-13"	Consider	the	following	function,	that	generates	a	date	from	the	month,	the	day	and	the	year:	>	mdy	=	function(m,d,y){	+	d.char	=	as.character(d);	d.char[d	Months	Months	[1]	"october"	"october"	"october"	"november"	"november"	To	create	a	vector	that	contains	the	year,	we	can	use	>	Year	Year	[1]	"2012"	"2012"	"2012"	"2012"	"2012"
Note	that	the	use	of	as.POSIXct	function	to	extract	the	year	is	slow,	and	strftime(	,"%Y")	is	actually	much	faster	>	randomDates	system.time(year1	system.time(year2	Sys.setlocale("LC_TIME",	"de_DE")	[1]	"de_DE"	and	weekdays	are	now	>	weekdays(some.dates)	[1]	"Dienstag"	"Montag"	while	in	French,	>	Sys.setlocale("LC_TIME",	"fr_FR")	[1]	"fr_FR"
the	output	of	function	weekdays	is	>	weekdays(some.dates)	[1]	"Mardi"	"Lundi"	and	with	a	Spanish	version	>	Sys.setlocale("LC_TIME",	"es_ES")	[1]	"es_ES"	the	output	of	months	is	>	months(some.dates)	[1]	"octubre"	"noviembre"	Introduction	1.2.6	33	Symbolic	Expressions	in	R	In	some	cases,	it	is	necessary	to	write	symbolic	expressions	in	R,	using	a
version	of	the	commonly	used	notations	of	Wilkinson	&	Rogers	(1977),	for	example	when	running	a	regression	where	a	formula	has	to	be	specified.	14.2	14.3	14.4	14.5	14.6	14.7	14.8	411	456	460	461	461	462	467	468	470	488	489	504	505	505	506	507	509	509	515	516	xxx	16.1	16.2	16.3	16.4	16.5	16.6	16.7	16.8	16.9	16.10	16.11	16.12	16.13	16.14
16.15	Computational	Actuarial	Science	with	R	Plot	of	incremental	and	cumulative	claims	payments	by	origin	year	using	base	graphics,	using	interaction.plot	of	the	stats	package	in	R.	As	it	is	a	date/time	class,	one	can	specify	the	hour	and	the	time	zone	(using	the	tz	option).	We	note	another	strand	of	multivariate	loss	reserving	builds	a	hierarchical
structure	into	the	model	to	allow	estimation	of	Claims	Reserving	and	IBNR	559	one	triangle	to	borrow	strength	from	other	triangles,	reflecting	the	core	insight	of	actuarial	credibility;	Zhang	et	al.	Ratio	function	decomposition	(1950–2010)	with	forecast	(2011–2030),	U.S.	mortality.	Kolmogorov–Smirnov	statistic.	Lawrence	and	John	Verzani	Analyzing
Baseball	Data	with	R,	Max	Marchi	and	Jim	Albert	Growth	Curve	Analysis	and	Visualization	Using	R,	Daniel	Mirman	R	Graphics,	Second	Edition,	Paul	Murrell	Customer	and	Business	Analytics:	Applied	Data	Mining	for	Business	Decision	Making	Using	R,	Daniel	S.	12.2.2	Principal	Component	Analysis	.	6.3.3	Checking	for	the	Asymptotic	Regime
Assumption	.	511	511	512	513	513	513	513	517	519	524	529	532	532	Contents	xv	15.3.2	Case	Study:	Experience	Rating	with	Bonus–Malus	Scales	in	R	.	1.4.1	Memory	Issues	.	The	5%	value-at-risk	of	a	probability	density	function.	Complexity	parameter	graph	using	printcp	on	a	tree.	412	413	12.1	12.2	12.3	12.4	12.5	12.6	12.7	12.8	Observed	Federal
Reserve	yield	curves	at	different	dates.	14.8	Exercises	.	Number	of	tropical	cyclones	per	year	with	three	models.	1.3.2	From	Control	Flow	to	“Personal”	Functions	We	have	seen,	so	far,	many	R	functions.	Structure	of	a	typical	claims	triangle	and	the	three	time	directions:	Origin,	development,	and	calendar	periods.	A	dedicated	section	will	introduce
graphics	with	R.	After	reading	those	pages,	anyone	will	be	able	to	understand	the	computational	aspects	of	the	algorithms	dedicated	to	actuarial	computations	described	in	the	following	chapters.	Nevertheless,	references	will	be	mentioned	for	those	willing	to	go	back	to	the	theory.	Mean	deviances	for	base	and	total	models	and	their	ratio,	U.S.	male
mortality,	1933–2010.
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